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American prints from  
pop art to today

Warhol to Walker:

April & May: Tues-Sat 10am-4pm 
June & July:   Mon-Sat 10am-4pm 
  Sun 1pm-4pm 

1 April – 2 July 2017

FREE ADMISSION

Andy Warhol (b.1928), Campbell’s Green Pea Soup from the Series Campbell’s Soup I, 1968.
© The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York and DACS, London 2017.

Limited Disabled Access

A British Museum  
Partnership Exhibition

Generously supported by  
the Dorset Foundation
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Exhibition 15/4 - 30/4

Francis 
Boag 
Close Up 

53 South Street ,  St Andrews    w w w.frasergal ler y.co.uk

fraser gallery S T  A N D R E W S

“Sometimes it’s a dash of colour to a cheek, 

a raised eyebrow, or more often a flick of paint at 

the corner of the mouth. Then, out of the chaos, 

a ‘real’ person emerges.”

FRANCIS BOAG  CLOSE UP  2017

Leto  Mixed media 20cm x 20cm

01FranBoag290317.indd   7 04/04/2017   10:14



17 MARCH –  
23 JULY 2017

THE QUEEN’S GALLERY
PALACE OF HOLYROODHOUSE

Enjoy free re-admission for a  
year by asking us to treat your 
ticket purchase as a donation.

www.royalcollection.org.uk 
0303 123 7306



 

A unique exhibition of over 300 works by over 60 artist and makers 
Thursday 18th - Sunday 21st May ~ 10am - 6.30pm 

Outside Perth Concert Hall ~ Free admission ~ All works are for sale 
 

Curated by Frames Gallery on behalf of  Perth Festival of the Arts 
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bonhams.com/edinburgh
Prices shown include buyer’s premium. 
Details can be found at bonhams.com

ASIAN ART 
Wednesday 12 July 
Tuesday 5 December 
Edinburgh 
 
An invitation to consign 
 
We are now inviting entries for 
our forthcoming Asian Art sales in 
Edinburgh, London and Hong Kong.

ENQUIRIES AND
APPOINTMENTS
0131 240 2299
ian.glennie@
bonhams.com

Bonhams
22 Queen Street
Edinburgh EH2 1JX

A PAIR OF BLUE AND 
WHITE BEAKER VASES 
From a Scottish Collection 
Sold in London for £27,500
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ON THE COVER

Claire Harkess RSW, ‘Threatened Worlds, 

Panthera Pardus’. Claire is one of over 60 

artists who will be exhibiting at ArTay, a 

large, tented gallery erected next to Perth 

Concert Hall, displaying over 300 works 

from all over Scotland. Part of Perth Festival 

of the Arts, ArTay offers both the curious 

browser and the serious collector a huge 

range of painting, printmaking, woodwork, 

jewellery, ceramics and glass. May 21-24, 
www.perthfestival.co.uk/event/artay See 

ad page 3.

READ ARTMAG ONLINE FOR  
THE LATEST NEWS &  

ADDITIONAL ARTICLES!

WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK

Artisanand is a fresh contemporary 
gallery showcasing a selection of 
affordable quirky and conceptual 

pieces of exceptional quality,
style and function.

We promote both established and 
new local Scots artists and makers 

with a focus on Perthshire.

New Exhibition 
every 6 weeks

13-15 Bank St, Aberfeldy, PH15 2BB 
01887 822700 Open hours: 10am-5pm

www.artisanand.co.uk
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invited to offer a piece of their work for 

sale with the proceeds going directly to the 

charity. Apr 29-May 1,  
www.openstudiosfife.co.uk

You can let the train take the strain during 

the Artline Open Doors Weekend, when 

the East Coast Main Line through Fife from 

North Queensferry to Cupar, one of the UK’s 

most scenic rail routes, links seven disused 

Victorian and Edwardian railways stations 

which have been transformed into artist 

studios and heritage centres. Apr 29 & 30, 
www.theartline.co.uk, Rail info:  
www.scotrail.co.uk. Parking available for 

those travelling by car. 

GLASGOW
Look out for exhibitions and events in homes, 

bathrooms, bedrooms, back gardens and 

other unusual venues throughout the city 

during Glasgow Open House. This year’s 

event includes over 50 exhibitions, including 

collaborations with the Coach House Trust, 

Project Ability and the Women’s Art Cafe at 

Milk Cafe. Check website for details. Apr 28-
May 1, www.glasgowopenhousearts.co.uk

AYRSHIRE
With new artists joining their ranks for the 

first time this year, Open Studios Ayrshire 

returns with four routes to follow through 

beautiful Ayrshire scenery. Says one of last 

year’s new artists, Kit Henderson: “It is such 

a delight to have people watch you work 

and ask questions about your practice, 

and working with other artists has been a 

lovely change from the solitary studio life!” 

Apr 21-24, www.openstudiosayrshire.com 

Check out also the OSA Annual Showcase 

at Rozelle House Galleries, Ayr, until May 7. 

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY
Generally regarded as Scotland’s premier 

open studios event, Spring Fling celebrates 

its 15th year with 93 artists, makers and 

designers, including 15 new participants. 

OPEN STUDIOS

Spring Fling will also be ‘exporting’ some 

Dumfries & Galloway talents to New Brewery 

Arts in Cirencester, Gloucestershire in an 

exhibition entitled Outpost (until May 14). 

They include silversmith Michael Pell, who 

helped to create the medals for the 2014 

Commonwealth Games, and Clare Melinsky, 

best known as the cover illustrator for the 

Harry Potter books. May 27-29,  
www.spring-fling.co.uk

FIFE
Opened in 2015 by artist John Byrne, Fire 
Station Creative in Dunfermline houses 

20 studios in the modernised former home 

of the Fire and Rescue Service. This open 

studios event is a rare opportunity to see 

inside the iconic 1934 building designed by 

the architect James Shearer, who studied at 

Glasgow School of Art. Jun 3 & 4,  
www.firestationcreative.co.uk

In a new venture this year Open Studios 
North Fife is supporting the Scottish charity 

Mary’s Meals by raising money to provide 

one good meal every school day to 1.2 

million of the world’s poorest children. All 

participating artists and makers have been 

You can visit artists and makers in their workplaces and get a peek into their methods during open studios, when 
the creative community open their doors to spare rooms, garden sheds and workshops in some of the loveliest parts 

of the country. You can buy or commission directly from – deep breath - painters, printmakers, jewellers, textile 
designers, photographers, graphic designers, up-cyclers, upholsterers, ceramicists, sculptors, metalworkers, glass 
artists, furniture-makers and illustrators. Some run workshops and demonstrations. Afterwards their brochures are 

handy gift guides throughout the year.

FAR LEFT: WILLOW SCULPTOR 
TREVOR LEAT (SPRING FLING)
LEFT: ARTIST BLACKSMITH 
JIM SHEARS (OPEN STUDIOS 
NORTH FIFE)

CLAIRE 
PATERSON 

(OPEN STUDIOS 
AYRSHIRE) 
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BORDERS
The Hirsel Gallery is now open in the 

Hirsel Arts & Crafts Centre in Coldstream, 

showcasing work by over 30 makers from 

the Scottish Borders and Northumberland. 

www.thehirselgallery.co.uk

EDINBURGH
Photographer Chris Close has opened 

Gallery Close in the heart of the New Town, 

where he will show his own work - currently, a 

suite of dramatic landscapes and seascapes 

shot in Greenland - as well as images by 

invited photographers.  

www.gallery-close.com 

NEW GALLERIES

HIRSEL GALLERY 

Formerly &Collective and recently relocated 

from Bridge of Allan, &Gallery is now open 

on the capital’s “gallery row”, Dundas Street. 

Check out the April group show followed 

by featured artist James Lumsden in May. 

www.andgallery.co.uk

NORTHEAST SCOTLAND
The Inverarity Gallery in Drywells, Alvah 

near Banff is the home gallery and studio 

of artist Anita Inverarity, incorporating 

the works of William Inverarity. Anita also 

curates a rolling programme of themed 

exhibitions reflecting her love of illustrative 

fine art and pop surreal genres and 

featuring international artists, many showing 

in Scotland for the first time.  

www.inveraritygallery.com 

PRIVATE LIFE
‘Joan Eardley: A Private View’ is a new play based on the life and work of one of Scotland’s 

most significant 20th century artists. A Glasgow School of Art graduate, Eardley (1921-1963) is 

best known for her portraits of children playing in the street in the Townhead area of Glasgow 

and for her landscapes of the northeast Scotland village of Catterline. Alexandra Mathie plays 

the artist. The play premieres at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art/Modern Two on 

May 5 and 6 before touring UK regional art galleries and arts centres in May and June. Full 

details: www.heroicatheatrecompany.co.uk

INVERARITY 
GALLERY 

SEAGULL TRUST CRUISES ART GALLERY GALLERY CLOSE

STIRLINGSHIRE
Based in Falkirk’s Howgate Shopping Centre, 

the Seagull Trust Cruises Art Gallery is a 

volunteer-run enterprise which donates all 

sales profits to the Seagull Trust to provide 

cruises in purpose-built boats for people 

with special needs. Gallery prices range 

from £50 to £3000. www.facebook.com/
seagulltrustartexhibition 

&GALLERY
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New website

www.sfma.org.uk

Explore the work of our designer-makers from  
across Scotland at the following exhibition:
Glasgow Contemporary Art Fair 
April 28th - 30th, Old Fruitmarket, Merchant City

new website: www.sfma.org.uk
 www.facebook.com/sfma3 twitter.com/sfma_furniture

Ottoman Horizons
a festival of Ottoman culture

     R U G S        K I L I M S       C E R A M I C S    

w w w . n o m a d s t e n t . c o . u k   

T A L K S           P O E T R Y          M U S I C

MELT
JEWELLERY & ART GALLERY

14 BONNETHILL ROAD, 

PITLOCHRY PH16 5BS

01796 472 358

WWW.MELTGALLERY.COM

MELT GALLERY IS FULL 
OF UNUSUAL JEWELLERY 
BEAUTIFUL ORIGINAL ART 
AND LIMITED EDITION 
PRINTS.  

BROWSE OR RELAX 
WHILST ENJOYING A 
COMPLIMENTARY CUP 
OF COFFEE AND 
LISTENING TO THE SOFT 
BACKGROUND JAZZ.
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1 Glass artist Vicky Higginson creates vessels and sculptural 

forms exploring the relationships between form, pattern and 

colour. She is particularly interested in Japanese, Scandinavian 

and mid 20th-century design and is currently Artist in Residence 

at Edinburgh College of Art. www.vickyhigginson.com 

2  Says jeweller Natalie Sedgwick of Lapwing Designs: “Living 

on the west coast of Scotland has given me a constant source 

of inspiration for my work, from the play of light on wet pebbles 

to seaweed like twisted fabric. I love the fluidity that can be 

achieved with metal.” She is currently working on new ranges 

based on Australian flora and fauna. www.lapwingdesigns.co.uk 

3 Using willow, birch, heather, bog myrtle and other woods grown 

locally in Dumfries & Galloway artist basketmaker Lizzie Farey 

creates work ranging from traditional baskets to contemporary 

sculptural forms. Watch her at work on her Vimeo clip.  

www.lizziefarey.co.uk 

4 A member of the Cowal Collective, a group of artists and 

makers living and working on the Cowal peninsula in Argyll, 

Karen Komurcu, a.k.a. Linocut Lassie, makes linocut prints on 

her kitchen table. Her subjects are diverse, but always locally 

inspired – anything from oyster huts to Scottish islands.  

www.linocutlassie.weebly.com

5 Using silver, gold, pearls and semi-precious stones, Edinburgh-

based artist jeweller Sheana Stephen creates individual pieces 

of jewellery inspired by flowers and the garden, legends and 

the texture of the sea and shore. www.sheanastephen.co.uk 

Sheana is exhibiting at Edinburgh’s Torrance Gallery, Apr 1-28, 

www.torrancegallery.co.uk

6 Based in Dumfries & Galloway, Peter Wareing makes pots 

which are traditional in form, but expressively decorated and 

illustrated, his influences ranging from Japanese print-makers 

and figure drawings of artists such as Egon Schiele and 

Gustav Klimt to natural forms found in woodland and along the 

shoreline. www.peterwareingceramics.co.uk

1

2

5

6

PHOTO: 
SHANNON 
TOFT

3

PHOTO: ANTONIA REEVE
4

HAND-MADE FOR YOU 
and your home
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PUCCINI’S

bohèmeLa

Registered in Scotland Number SCO37531  Scottish Charity Number SCO19787 Booking and transaction fees may apply. Ask your local Box Office for details.

scottishopera.org.uk
Scottish Opera 
is core funded by

Supported by The Scottish Opera Syndicate &  
Scottish Opera’s ‘Play a Supporting Role’ Appeal

GLASGOW
9 – 20 MAY

THEATRE ROYAL

ABERDEEN
25 & 27 MAY

HIS MAJESTY’S THEATRE

EDINBURGH
31 MAY – 10 JUN

FESTIVAL THEATRE

INVERNESS
13 – 17 JUN

EDEN COURT

A new co-production with Theater St. Gallen | Sung in Italian with English supertitles

The Scottish Portrait Awards

A project of the Scottish Arts Club Charitable Trust
www.sacctrust.org   charity no: SC044753

REG.OFF. Scottish Arts Club 24 Rutland Square EH12BW

Call For 
Entries

5 Jan - 31 May 

open to artists, over 18, born in, resident in, 
or studying in Scotland.  Fee: £10 per entry

The Scottish Portrait Award: Fine Art £5,000
The Richard Coward SPA Photography £2,000
RIAS President Portrait Commission £3,000

www.scottishportraitawards.org
FULL INFORMATION AND DETAILS OF HOW TO ENTER
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ART BOOKS

Go to www.artmag.co.uk/books for more reviews and a link to buy online via Amazon.

MAGRITTE: THE TREACHERY  
OF IMAGES  
pub. Prestel, hardback

t
his new monograph on René Magritte 

offers a fresh interpretation of the artist 

through a collection of revelatory essays 

focusing on key common images in use in 

his work: fire, shadows, curtains, words and 

the fragmented body. Featuring vibrant 

reproductions of over 100 examples of 

Magritte‘s particular brand of surrealism, the 

book reveals how the artist employed these 

images in both deceptive and realistic ways - 

how he distorted classic symbols, why he often 

used words as elements of his paintings and 

how he applied aspects of the theatre. 

DESIGN: THE WHOLE STORY  
pub. Thames & Hudson, paperback

E
ver since the industrial revolution product designers 

have sought solutions to the fundamental tension 

between form and function. Organised chronologically, 

this comprehensive visual guide examines the key 

movements, milestones and practitioners of design around 

the world. Getting to the heart of design and the way it 

touches all of us, it illustrates the sophisticated attempts 

by manufacturers to woo us with their products by bringing 

style to everything from toys, carpets and electrical goods 

to buildings, tools and wall coverings.

GEORGIA O’KEEFE: LIVING MODERN  
Delmonico, hardback

B 
ringing together photographs, clothes and 

art to explore American artist Georgia 

O‘Keeffe‘s modernist aesthetic, Living 

Modern shows how, according to journalist and 

friend Frances O‘Brien, O‘Keeffe “never allowed 

her life to be one thing and her painting another”. 

The book includes views of the two homes she 

designed and furnished in New Mexico as well 

as never before published photographs of her 

clothes, some of which are attributed to her. (She 

was also a skilled seamstress who understood 

fabric and design.) Had she not excelled as a 

painter, she may have been equally successful 

as a fashion icon.

READ ALL ABOUT IT!

ALICE NEEL: PAINTER OF 
MODERN LIFE 
pub. Mercatorfonds, hardback

A
lice Neel (1900-1984) was one 

of the most significant American 

painters of the 20th century. Her 

psychologically charged portraits tell 

intimate and unconventional stories about 

people living on the margins of society 

and in subcultures, the New York cultural 

elite, minorities, Andy Warhol’s superstars, 

ordinary New Yorkers and her own family. 

Seemingly etched into her paintings are 

her own stresses of life as a femiinist and 

single parent in a largely male-dominated 

art world. 

...IN FIFTY DESIGN ICONS 
pub. Octopus Publishing Group, 
paperback

T 
wo new 

titles in this 

delightful 

series in 

partnership with 

London’s Design 

Museum look 

at Berlin and 

Paris, covering 

anything from 

buildings and 

monuments to street signs and best views.

PARIS
IN 
FIFTY 
DESIGN
ICONS
Brigitte Fitoussi, 
Imogen Fortes
and The Design Museum 

Conran Octopus | £12.99
9 March 2017 

One of two new titles in a series from London’s prestigious Design Museum, looking at the unique design stories of the most iconic cities in the world.
In this series, the Design Museum looks at the fifty design icons of major  cities around the world - icons that, when viewed together, inherently sum up the character of their city. Covering anything from buildings, monuments and iconic designers to a classic film or street sign, these books explore a tapestry of infamous designs, all with their own story to tell. One part design history, one part visual guidebook, this fascinating series unlocks the design stories of the biggest, most creative cities in the world. 
With entries on design icons from I.M. Pei’s glass pyramid to the humble  baguette, Le Monde newspaper to Le Corbusier’s striking Maison La Roche,  Paris in Fifty Design Icons builds an intricate portrait of Europe’s most  romantic city. With stunning photography, this book is the perfect gift for  design enthusiasts and anyone who loves anything Parisian.

THE NEW TITLE FROM CONRAN OCTOPUS & THE DESIGN MUSEUM 
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FRAME

Vincent van 
Gogh: “Lust For 
Life”
(1956), starring Kirk 
Douglas and Anthony 
Quinn

Michael’s dad chews 

up the scenery in this 

Hollywood ‘biopic’, 

abetted by Anthony 

Quinn as Vincent’s brutish 

friend and mentor, Paul 

Gauguin. Parts of the film 

were shot in Auvers-sur-

Oise, where van Gogh 

died. Douglas had his hair 

cut in the style of the artist 

and dyed to a similar 

reddish tint, making 

some of the town’s older 

inhabitants believe that 

Vincent had returned. 

The film is based on a 

1934 biographical novel 

of the same name written 

by the American writer 

Irving Stone, which itself 

is largely based on over 

800 letters that Vincent 

wrote to his brother Theo.

Artists’ lives have 
provided rich material 
for film-makers

Jackson Pollock: “Pollock”
(2000), starring Ed Harris

In the late 1940s, after years of low-rent living, 

excessive drinking and exhibiting the occasional 

painting in group shows in New York City, the 

American abstract expressionist meets artist Lee 

Krasner, who puts her career on hold to champion 

his. After a move to the country, now sober 

and surrounded by nature, Pollock achieves a 

breakthrough in style, resulting in a front page 

feature in Life magazine. Pollock’s most famous 

paintings were made during his ‘drip period’ between 

1947 and 1950, but at the peak of his fame he abandoned the style. Within a 

decade, drunk, he killed himself and a passenger in a car accident. 

Frida Kahlo: “Frida” 
(2002), starring Selma Hayek

Mexico’s most famous film actress (in an Oscar Best 

Actress-nominated role) portrays Mexico’s most 

celebrated woman artist, who poured her pain 

into tortured self-portraits during years of suffering 

from injuries sustained in a tram accident. Kahlo’s 

tempestuous marriage to painter husband Diego 

Rivera (played by Alfred Molino) also fuelled her 

work. Hayek is made for the role, as she shows 

Kahlo storming through life, including an illicit affair 

with Leon Trotsky and romantic entanglements with women, to leave her mark 

as a political, artistic and sexual revolutionary.

Jean-Michel Basquiat: “Basquiat” 
(1996), starring Jeffrey Wright

Directed by painter Julian Schnabel, “Basquiat” 

traces the young artist’s meteoric rise to fame, 

starting out as a Brooklyn street artist living in a 

cardboard box to being “discovered” by Andy 

Warhol (played by a white-wigged David Bowie) 

and becoming a star of the art world with his graffiti-

inspired, primitive/neo-expressionist paintings. 

Despite his enormous success, heroin addiction led 

to his death by an overdose aged 28. Additional 

cast members include Gary Oldham, Dennis Hopper, Courtney Love, Tatum 

O’Neal and Benicio del Toro.

BYFRAME

Pablo Picasso: 
“Surviving 
Picasso”
(1996), starring Anthony 
Hopkins & Natascha 
McElhone

The survivor in question is 

the painter Francoise Gilot, 

the only one of Picasso’s 

lovers to withstand his 

ferocity and move on with 

her life after ten years 

and two children (Claude, 

who became executor of 

his father’s estate, and 

Paloma, best known for her 

fragrances and jewellery 

designs). It is Francoise 

who is seen with Picasso 

in the famous beach shot, 

with him walking behind 

holding a huge parasole 

to shade her. In the course 

of the film Francoise meets 

the other women whom 

Picasso has left battle-

scarred, including the 

French artist, Dora Maar, 

played by Julianne Moore. 
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Johannes Vermeer: “Girl With a Pearl Earring” 
(2003), starring Colin Firth & Scarlett Johansson

A young peasant maid working in the house of the 17th century Dutch master 

becomes his assistant and the model for one of his most famous works. Based 

on a fictional novel about the events surrounding the creation of the painting, 

the film tells how Vermeer’s wealthy patron commissions him to paint the girl, 

Griet, with the intent of having her for himself before it is finished. To escape 

his advances, Griet must secretly pose for the painting (without the knowledge 

of Vermeer’s wife) and avoid gossip. While little is known about the girl in the 

painting, Johansson brings her to life and every scene of the film seems to 

capture Vermeer’s colours and light. 

Amedeo Modigliani: “Modigliani” 
(2004), starring Andy Garcia

Set in Paris in 1919, the film tells of the tragic romance between the Italian painter 

and sculptor (a Jew) and Jeanne Hebuterne (a Catholic). They have an illegitimate 

child, which Jeanne’s bigoted parents send to a convent to be raised by nuns. 

Distraught and needing money to rescue and raise the child, Modigliani decides 

to enter Paris’ annual art competition. All that stands in the way of winning the 

prize money is his friend and rival, Picasso (played by the British Iranian stand-up 

comedian and actor Omid Djalili). The film is an insight into the remarkable colony 

of artists living in Paris at the time, as the likes of Utrillo, Soutine, Max Jacob, Diego 

Rivera and Jean Cocteau pop up to portray the energy and eccentricity of the 

most important ever gathering of artists in one place.

J.M.W. Turner: “Mr Turner”
(2014), starring Timothy Spalding

Director Mike Leigh explores the last 25 years of the great, if eccentric, English 

Romanticist landscape painter’s life, as his increasingly abstractionist work 

causes controversy among his fellow Royal Academicians and the public 

alike. One character remarks: “Mr Turner seems to have taken leave of form 

altogether”, while another wonders if he is losing his eyesight. Spalding, who 

learned to paint for the role, grunts his way through the film, as we see him 

walking beaches, tramping hills and even strapped to a ship’s mast in a storm in 

order to grasp his subject. 

Michelangelo: “The Agony and the 
Ecstasy”
(1965), starring Charlton Heston

In another scenery-chewer, Heston portrays the 

Florence-born genius tangling with Pope Julius II 

(played by Rex Harrison) after being commissioned to 

paint frescoes on the Sistine Chapel ceiling depicting 

the Twelve Apostles. After convincing the Pope to let 

him paint the entire vault, Michelangelo labours for 

years over the work and is accused of blasphemy 

and heresy for portraying Pagan symbols and myths. 

The commission is given to Raphael who, impressed 

by the work done, has the commission returned to 

Michelangelo. The conclusion is a mass where the 

congregation is shown the completed ceiling. 

Just completing 

its fourth series of 

releases, Exhibition 
On Screen brings 

famous art to the big 

screen. Featured 

artists include Monet, 

Bosch, Munch, 

Vermeer, van Gogh, 

Manet, Matisse, 

Rembrandt, Goya, 

Renoir and many 

others. Look for 

screenings in Aberdeen, Dundee, Dunfermline, 

Edinburgh, Falkirk, Glasgow, Inverness, Perth and 

Newcastle. www.exhibitiononscreen.com

Gustav Klimt: 
“Klimt” 
(2006), starring John 
Malkovich

Klimt’s lavish, sexual 

paintings, famously 

incorporating gold leaf, 

became symbolic of the 

Art Nouveau style. In 

the film Klimt, dying in 

hospital from a flu-induced 

stroke, recalls in a series 

of reveries his decadent 

younger days in fin de 

siècle Vienna. We see 

him in his studio, we meet 

his mother and sister 

(who suffer from mental 

illness) and witness his 

encounters with ministers 

(“Here, decadence 

is synonymous with 

diabolical”), waiters and 

women willing to indulge 

his pleasures. A rich 

exposé of the state of the 

mind of the artist and the 

sources of his art. 
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C
hristy Lee Rogers’ obsession 

with water has led to her work 

being compared to Old Masters 

such as Rubens and Caravaggio. 

Her technique, as shown here 

in her Celestial Bodies collection, involves 

photographing bodies submerged in water 

at night, creating effects naturally in-camera 

using the refraction of light, thus building 

elaborate scenes of coalesced colours and 

entangled bodies. 

Rogers’ work has been exhibited 

internationally and is held in private and 

public collections throughout the world. 

She has been featured in major magazines, 

including Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar and Elle, 

and her art has been used on several album 

covers. Her piece ‘Reckless Unbound’ is 

currently housed at Longleat House, seat of 

the Marquesses of Bath, where it is displayed 

alongside Renaissance masterpieces such 

as Titian’s ‘Rest on the Flight into Egypt’. Her 

work will be shown during the 57th Venice 

Biennale as part of the Ten Arts installation 

Personal Infinity at the Palazzo Bembo, May 

13-November 26. www.christyleerogers.com

UK representation: www.agallery.co.uk

KNOWN FOR HER 
‘UNDERWATER ART’, 
CHRISTY LEE ROGERS 
USES WATER AS A 
MEDIUM FOR BREAKING 
THE CONVENTIONS 
OF CONTEMPORARY 
PHOTOGRAPHY

IMAGES COURTESY OF A GALLERY, LONDON AND THE ARTIST

that’sNOW

WATERCOLOUR
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THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELLER 
OF SCOTTISH PAINTINGS

McTear’s stage The Scottish Contemporary Art Auctions every five weeks and The Scottish Pictures 
Auctions (for non contemporary paintings) every ten weeks. Each year, we achieve significantly more 
sales than any other auction house or art fair - and substantially more than any public or private 
art gallery. More collectors buy paintings from our auctions than from any other venue or event in 
Scotland.

If you are considering the sale of a single painting or an entire collection please be warmly encouraged 
to contact The Pictures Department:

0141 810 2880 or by email at pictures@mctears.co.uk 

MCTEAr’S offErS A frEE UK CollECTIon 
SErvICE for SUITAblE PAInTIngS.

mctears.co.uk

* PETER HOWSON OBE, 
‘David Bowie - The Ninth Drawing’ mixed media, 
signed and dated 1994, 31cm x 23cm
Sold £9,500 (world record for a drawing by the artist)

WILLIAM STRANG RA RP RE, 
THE LADY WITH THE PINK FEATHERED HAT 
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1912, 75cm x 62cm
Sold £16,000 (world record for the artist)

McTear's ARTMAG Full Page-Bleed-OctNov.indd   1 26/09/2016   14:10
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AYRSHIRE 

Thomas R. Callan, Ayr. Every Thursday 

Interior sales, incl. antiques & contemporary 

household furnishings www.trcallan.com

BORDERS
Border Auctions, Hawick Apr 29 Antiques & 

Collectables www.borderauctions.co.uk

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY
Thomson Roddick, Dumfries Apr 4, 11 & 26, 

May 9 & 23 Home Furnishings & Interiors 

www.trscottishauctions.com See also 

EDINBURGH & LOTHIANS

DUNDEE & ANGUS
Taylor’s Auction Rooms, Montrose Every 

fourth Saturday Antique furnishings & 

specialist sales www.taylors-auctions.com

EDINBURGH & LOTHIANS 
Bonhams, Edinburgh Apr 26-27 The Scottish 

Sale May 24 Jewellery  
www.bonhams.com/locations/EDI

Franklin Browns, Edinburgh Every second 

Saturday Alternating between Antiques and 

Collectables www.franklinbrowns.co.uk

Lyon & Turnbull Apr 5 Fine Furniture & 

Works of Art Apr 26 Decorative Arts: Design 

since 1860 May 24 British & European 

Paintings www.lyonandturnbull.com

Ramsay Cornish Every Thursday Vintage 

lane sale Every Saturday General interiors 

Apr 15 Collectors Auction May 6 Fine 

Paintings www.ramsaycornish.com

Shapes Every first Saturday Art & Antiques 

www.shapesedinburgh.co.uk/auctions

Thomson Roddick, Rosewell Apr 6 & 27, 

May 4, 11 & 18 Home Furnishings & Interiors 

Apr 20 Antiques & Works of Art  

www.thomsonroddick.com See also 

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

GLASGOW 

Great Western Auctions Apr 8 & 22, May 6 

& 20 Antiques & Collectables  

www.greatwesternauctions.com 

McTear’s Apr 9, May 21 Scottish 

Contemporary Art Apr 20 Silver; Asian Works 

of Art; British and Continental Ceramics & 

GOING, GOING...
Mark your calendar for these key sales dates

‘APPLE GREEN’, A PAINTING BY THE SCOTTISH ARTIST, STANLEY CURSITER, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN SEEN IN PUBLIC SINCE 
1929, IS ONE OF THE LEADING LOTS AT BONHAMS ANNUAL SCOTTISH SALE IN EDINBURGH. ESTIMATED AT £100,000-150,000, 
THE MONUMENTAL WORK – IT IS 40X50 INCHES – HAS BEEN IN THE SAME FAMILY SINCE IT WAS BOUGHT FOR £300 IN THE 
LATE 1920s. PAINTED IN 1925, ‘APPLE GREEN’ WAS EXHIBITED AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY IN LONDON IN THE SAME YEAR, AT 
THE ROYAL GLASGOW INSTITUTE IN 1926 AND AT THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY IN EDINBURGH IN 1929 - THE LAST TIME IT 
APPEARED IN PUBLIC. ORKNEY-BORN, STANLEY CURSITER (1887-1976) STUDIED AT EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART AND WAS 
ONE OF THE FIRST ARTISTS TO INTRODUCE POST-MODERNISM AND FUTURISM TO SCOTLAND. AFTER WWI, HE ADOPTED 
THE MORE REALIST STYLE SEEN IN ‘APPLE GREEN’. CURSITER HELD SENIOR POSITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERIES OF 
SCOTLAND FOR OVER 25 YEARS, FIRST AS THE KEEPER, THEN AS DIRECTOR. HE SERVED AS HIS – LATER HER – MAJESTY’S 
COURT PAINTER IN SCOTLAND FROM 1948 UNTIL HIS DEATH AND WAS AN INFLUENTIAL VOICE IN THE CAMPAIGN TO CREATE A 
SCOTTISH NATIONAL GALLERY OF MODERN ART. ‘APPLE GREEN’ IS SET IN THE ARTIST’S ELEGANT ROOMS AT 11 ROYAL CIRCUS 
IN EDINBURGH’S NEW TOWN. IT FEATURES ONE OF HIS FAVOURITE MODELS, POPPY LOW, AND THERE IS AN ALLUSION TO HIS 
WIFE AND ACCOMPLISHED VIOLINIST PHYLLIS, WHO ALSO OFTEN MODELLED FOR HER HUSBAND, IN THE FORM OF THE SHEET 
MUSIC. APR 26-27, WWW.BONHAMS.COM/LOCATIONS/EDI

SEE EDINBURGH & LOTHIAN, THOMSON RODDICK, 
ANTIQUES & WORKS OF ART, APR 20

Glass Apr 21 Works of 

Art & Furniture Apr 26 

Scottish Pictures; 

British & 

International 

Pictures May 

14 Jewellery  

www.mctears.co.uk

Mulberry Bank 
Auctions Apr 28 

Fine Antiques & 

Collectables  

www.mulberrybankauctions.com

PERTHSHIRE
Lindsay Burns & Company, Perth Apr 26 & 

27 Antiques & Fine Art  

www.lindsayburns.co.uk

STIRLINGSHIRE
Robertsons of Kinbuck, 

Kinbuck, Dunblane Every 

Wednesday Alternating 

between Antique & 

Collectables and 

Modern & General www.
kinbuckauctions.co.uk

Check websites for details 

of viewings prior to sales.

SIR GEORGE FRAMPTON 
(1860-1928), ‘PETER PAN’, 

EST. £25,000-35,000 
(LYON & TURNBULL, 

DECORATIVE ARTS: 
DESIGN SINCE 1860, 

APR 26)
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T
he capital of Lithuania, Vilnius is 

a fine looking city which wears its 

mixture of late Gothic, Renaissance 

and Baroque architecture well. Its 

old town, the largest in Eastern 

Europe, has witnessed dramatic and 

traumatic events over the centuries, 

changing hands between Poland and Russia 

and enduring the dual oppressions of first 

the Nazis and then the Soviet Union before 

gaining independence from Russia in 1990.

Lithuania has no history of acquiring art 

on the international market, so the works 

on view in the state-run art museums are 

largely by native-born artists. Since the 

While its national art museums celebrate native-born artists of the past, Vilnius 
also has a clutch of contemporary galleries revealing more recent talents.

country regained independence, a number 

of contemporary galleries have sprung up 

to both fill the gaps in the knowledge of 

Lithuanian art in the first half of the 20th 

century and develop international activities. 

NATIONAL ART 
MUSEUMS
The Lithuanian Art Museum is an umbrella 

organisation responsible for several Vilnius 

museums of interest to art-lovers. 

Overlooking the Old Town from the 

opposite bank of the River Vilnius is the 

National Gallery of Art, home to an 

extensive collection of 20th and 21st century 

Lithuanian painting, sculpture, graphic art 

and photography. These are arranged in 

chronological order, each room examining 

the styles and influences of a particular 

period. The building, formerly the Museum 

of the Revolution during Soviet times, was 

extensively renovated for the city’s turn as 

the European Capital of Culture in 2009. 

The result is a modern, multi-level, ten-room 

showcase. The vast lower floor, the Grand 

Exhibition Hall, hosts special exhibitions by 

NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART

LOOKING 
AHEAD

VYTAUTAS KASIULIS ART MUSEUM

international artists and there are fine views of 

the river and old town from the terrace cafe.  

In the reconstructed Old Arsenal 

standing at the confluence of the River 

Vilnius and a tributary, the Neris, the 

Museum of Applied Arts & Design has 
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a fine collection of furniture, tapestries, 

jewellery, ceramics and other objects from 

the 15th century onwards. Originally one of 

the buildings of the Lower Castle (the main 

castle tops the hill behind it), the building is 

entered through a high, pointed ‘gate’ with 

the remains of the 14th century foundations 

visible from the stairs leading down to the 

reception hall. 

In a building modelled after the 

Luxembourg palace in Paris, the Baroque 

Radvilas Palace Museum has a permanent 

exhibition comprising Western European Art 

and Graphic Art and featuring over 300 16th 

to 19th century works reflecting the change 

in styles from Gothic to Renaissance and 

Romanticism to Realism. Older works include 

15th century Gothic altar wings and 15th and 

16th century German and Dutch engravings. 

Housed since 1994 in a former 17th 

century palace built for one of the city’s 

ruling families (and more recently used 

as flats during the Soviet era), the Vilnius 
Picture Gallery has a permanent collection 

of Lithuanian art from the 16th to the 19th 

century. Here the emphasis is on historical, 

religious, mythological and rural scenes and 

landscapes as well as depictions of Vilnius 

through the ages and portraits of the great 

and good (men, that is) over the centuries. 

Concerts are often held in the beautifully 

restored rooms. 

In a tastefully modernised early 20th 

century neoclassical-style building, the 

Vytautas Kasiulis Art Museum has a 

permanent exhibition of 950 works by the 

Lithuanian emigre artist Vytautas Kasiulis 

(1918-95), donated to the state by the artist’s 

widow and son. Kasiulis spent the WWII 

years in Vienna and latterly Germany 

before settling in Paris, never to return to his 

then Communist-held homeland. Kasiulis 

particularly liked painting studio and cafe 

scenes in his unique style suggestive of a 

film negative, an effect achieved by light 

brushstrokes, resulting in a strange balance 

between reality and fantasy. The collection 

of paintings, drawings and book illustrations 

represents the totality of his prolific output. 

The museum also shows work by other 

Lithuanian emigre artists and is currently 

conducting a search to find and present 

lesser known local work from the first half of 

the 20th century. 

Further info: www.ldm.lt/en

CONTEMPORARY 
GALLERIES
Just off the main square near the Town Hall, 

the Contemporary Art Centre is the biggest 

of its kind in the Baltic states, staging up 

to six large scale exhibitions a year as 

well as smaller projects. Although it has 

no collection of its own, it is the permanent 

home of the Fluxus Archive, commemorating 

the work of the Fluxus movement’s 

Lithuanian co-founder George Maciunas. 

www.cac.lt/en
Open by apointment only, the Kazys 

Varnelis House Museum is named after 

the Lithuanian-born abstract painter 

and collector (1917-2010) who lived and 

worked for 50 years in the USA before 

returning to Vilnius in the last years of 

hs life. The restored Gothic building has 

an eclectic collection of historical prints, 

maps, western European sculptures and 

Renaissance and Baroque furniture as 

well as works by Varnelis. www.lnm.lt/
en/kazys-varnelis-house-museum The 

museum’s director, Daliute Ivanauskaite, 

is herself an accomplished graphic artist 

whose complexed colour work is produced 

in very limited editions. She is exclusively 

represented in the UK by Edinburgh’s Birch 
Tree Gallery, where her exhibition Fermata 

runs May 13-June 10.

VILNIUS PICTURE GALLERY

WHERE TO STAY 

The Comfort Rock ‘n’ Roll Hotel is 

not nearly as raucous as it sounds. 

The decor in each room is dedicated 

to a band, singer or musician (Louis 

Armstrong, Madonna, The Beatles), 

while as the lift opens on each floor, 

you may be greeted by a mural of 

Elton John, Michael Jackson or Ray 

Charles. www.comforthotel.lt/vilnius 

Along from the National Gallery of 

Art overlooking the river and the old 

town from the opposite bank, the 

291-room Radisson Blu Hotel Lietuva 

is a modern tower block with all the 

amenities of an international four-star 

brand. www.radissonblu.com/en/
lietuvahotel-vilnius

FURTHER INFO 
www.vilnius-tourism.lt
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NORTH YORKSHIRE Visit artists’ studios 

and purchase high quality artwork while 

travelling through some of Britain’s 

most beautful landscape during North 
Yorkshire Open Studios, were the dales, 

moors and coastline are home to almost 

130 artists and makers inspired by their 

dramatic surroundings. Jun 3-4 & 10-11,  
www.nyos.org.uk

PHILADELPHIA, USA American 

Watercolor in the Age of Homer and 

Sargent at the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art brings together more than 170 

works from public and private collections 

throughout the US in the museum’s most 

comprehensive loan exhibition in over 

forty years. Tracing the development of 

the watercolor movement from the 1860s 

onwards, the exhibition is centred  on 

two of its most influential practitioners, 

Winslow Homer (1836-1910) and John 

Singer Sargent (1856-1925). Added 

bonus: You can run up the museum’s 

“Rocky steps”, made famous by Sylvester 

Stallone. Until May 14,  
www.philamuseum.org 

ART WORLD

WILLEM DE 
KOONING, 
‘UNTITLED’ 
(GUGGENHEIM 
MUSEUM, 
BILBAO) 

BILBAO, SPAIN Celebrating its 20th 

anniverday this year, the Guggenheim 
Museum, Bilbao is currently showing 

Abstract Expressionism, featuring over 

130 paintings, drawings, sculptures and 

photographs by the principal artists of 

the movement, incuding Jackson Pollock, 

Mark Rothko, Willem de Kooning and 

Robert Motherwell, and revealing an 

approach to painting unbound by any 

formula, celebrating instead individual 

diversity and freedom of expression. Until 
Jun 4, www.guggenheim-bilbao.eus/en

Founded in 1991 by the 

Lithuanian sculptor Gintaras 

Karosas while still a student 

at the Vilnius Academy of 

Art, Europos Parkas (the 

Park of Europe) is a large 

permanent exhibition of 

outdoor art spread over 

135 acres of gently rolling, 

wooded countryside 17 

kilometres from Vilnius. 

Symbolically, it is near 

the geographic centre of 

Europe, as determined 

in 1989 by the French 

National Geographic 

Institute.   

Karosas’ achievement 

is remarkable, given that 

he started the project 

during the Soviet era, when 

land was the property of 

the state and artists were 

discouraged from having 

international aspirations. After years of 

petitioning, during which he was expelled by 

one Academy director before being invited 

back by another, he was eventually granted 

a dozen acres of undeveloped land and for 

the first few years worked alone, cutting, 

clearing and burning trees. His vision - “to 

connect nature with art” - has resulted in 

a beautiful setting in which the location of 

each piece is chosen to harmonise with the 

site’s water features, surrounding trees and 

plants and the daily patterning of light and 

shadow. 

The first non-governmental museum in 

Lithuania, the park features over 100 pieces 

donated by artists from nearly 30 countries, 

including Sol LeWitt, Dennis Oppenheim and 

Magdalena Abakanowicz.   

There is a restaurant and gift shop and 

the modern education centre, designed to 

seemingly to grow out of the landscape, 

hosts an annual international sculpture 

symposium. www.europosparkas.lt 

How a Lithuanian 
artist turned 
undeveloped land 
into one of Europe’s 
most fascinating 
sculpture parks

EUROPOS PARKAS FOUNDER GINTARAS KAROSAS 
WITH HIS WORK ‘THE PLACE’

DENNIS OPPENHEIM (USA), ‘CHAIR/POOL’
MAGDALENA ABAKANOWICZ (POLAND), 
‘SPACE OF UNKNOWN GROWTH’

TOWERING ACHIEVEMENT
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I
got involved with photographing art 

when I was approached by the East 

Lothian artist Kate Henderson, who 

works with various media, but does a 

lot of stained glass work. Kate had tried 

photographing some of her pieces herself, 

but was not 100 per cent satisfied with the 

results. She brought along some framed 

glass pieces and I photographed ‘Shelter’ 

using mainly backlight in the studio.

I recently photographed 34 oil on canvas 

paintings for the Borders artist Charles 

Simpson. Although I am happy to work on 

location, Charles brought in the paintings, 

all different sizes, to be photographed in a 

single session. After the initial set-up and 

colour checking, I was able to work through 

all the pieces, from largest to smallest, in 

Art photographer Gordon Bell looks at art a lot. Really looks. A lot.

only a few hours. This makes my price per 

painting competitive – something artists 

appreciate!

Artists mostly have photographs of their 

work taken for use on their websites, but 

also as part of an application process for 

gallery exhibitions. More and more galleries 

expect artists to email detailed images of 

their work, as opposed to turning up with 

artwork in person.

The biggest change in recent years is 

definitely film to digital. The creative scope 

digital offers is immense. For example, 

?????’s bronze figure is amazingly detailed 

with lots of wiry hair strands. I shot it using a 

‘greenscreen’ background, also known as 

chromakey. This allowed me to remove the 

background in post-production and replace 

it with a computer-generated one. This 

technique lends itself well to small, three-

dimensional pieces such as sculptures. I 

can add in any background I choose – be it 

another colour or a stormy cloud scene - to 

suit the piece.

Artists come to me because, although a 

lot of them are competent photographers 

and have access to a decent camera, they 

tend to fall down with the lighting side of 

things. I use natural light if I can, but it is 

too unpredictable and cannot match the 

consistency and flexibility of studio lighting. 

It also has the benefit of being portable so, I 

can take it easily on location with me – to an 

artist’s studio for example. 

www.gbellphotos.com

PHOTO REALISM“
“

CHARLES SIMPSON, ‘BREAKING WAVE’, OIL ON CANVAS LYNNE SCHRODER, ‘LADY OF PEACE’, BRONZE KATE HENDERSON, ‘SHELTER’  
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G ray’s School of Art student 

Hannah Sargent has won the 

popular vote by visitors to the 

National Trust for Scotland’s 

Drum Castle for her design 

for the Aberdeenshire attraction’s new tea 

towel to be produced and sold in the castle 

shop. In all, 27 first year fashion and textiles 

students submitted designs inspired by the 

historic building. Hannah’s design derived 

from the silhouette of the castle’s varying 

rooftops, rendered with a colour palette 

taken from the autumnal leaves at Drum 

Castle, the National Trust for Scotland’s 

oldest intact property It is currently home to 

a collection of contemporary art on loan from 

Aberdeen Art Gallery, which is undergoing a 

major refurbishment. www.nts.org.uk

The Look Again Visual Art & Design 
Festival returns to the streets of Aberdeen, 

showcasing new public works by local and 

‘THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS’ (LOOK AGAIN VISUAL ART & DESIGN FESTIVAL) 

24 Thistle Street, Aberdeen AB10 1XD
01224 625629 • info@galleryheinzel.com

Open Mon – Sat from 10am
www.galleryheinzel.com

GALLERY HEINZEL
C O N T E M P O R A R Y  A R T

MARGARETANNE BENNETT RSW

ALAN MCGOWAN

29TH APRIL TO 3RD JUNE



from around the world; and ‘Through the 

Looking Glass’, a large, mirrored disc 

reflecting the city and passers-by. Apr 27-
May 2, www.lookagainfestival.co.uk

Inspired by the V&A’s retrospective of 

fashion designer Alexander McQueen, 25 

porcelain figures by Maralyn Reed-Wood 

are part of a figurative exhibition at Gallery 
Heinzel in Aberdeen, which also features 

figurative paintings by Alan McGowan and 

Margaretann Bennett. Apr 29-Jun 3,  
www.galleryheinzel.com

ABERDEEN & NORTHEAST SCOTLAND
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 MARALYN REED-WOOD, 
‘DRESDEN GIRLS’  

(GALLERY HEINZEL)

OPEN Mon 10–4,  Thu,  Fri,  Sat 10–5
Winter hours vary

10 Braemar Rd, Ballater • 013397 55888
www.larksgallery.com

M
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e 
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APRIL
MIKE SAMSON

MAY
JANE MCMILLAN

international artists. The motto, ‘Become a 

tourist in your own city’, encourages locals 

to take a fresh look at the places and 

spaces around them. This year’s programme 

sees artists and designers delve into the 

city’s extensive collection of archives for 

HANNAH SARGENT 
WITH HER WINNING 
TEA TOWEL DESIGN 
FOR DRUM CASTLE

inspiration. Highlights include: ‘The Listener’, 

a large, trumpet-like sculpture where visitors 

can hear stories and urban myths about 

Aberdeen; Swedish-based designer Nick 

Ross’s ‘The Doric Boule’, a public meeting 

point made from local granite and varieties 
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Open 7 days a week, 10am –5pm, Sun 11am – 5pm.
info@miltonart.com 
miltonart.com
01330 844664

Majestic Animals
24th March - 7th May

Georgie Young
1st April - 7th May

 MILTON ART GALLERY
MILTON OF CRATHES BANCHORY AB31 5QH

AYRSHIRE

The Old School, Pinmore, Girvan, 
Ayrshire, KA26 0TR

01465 841 662
info@peinnmor.co.uk

www.peinnmor.co.uk 
Open 11am - 5pm • Wed - Sun 

or by appointment

KEITH AND BERYL DAWDRY POTTERS

Open Studios
Ayrshire

We are opening 
our doors from
Friday 21st to 
Monday 24th 

April 2017
with venues 

across Ayrshire.

For more information visit:
www.OpenStudiosAyrshire.com

Sir David Young Cameron Ben Lomond (1923). 
National Galleries of Scotland.National Galleries of Scotland 
is a charity registered in Scotland SC003728

8 April - 30 July, 11am - 5pm

Du� House
Ban�
AB45 3SX
01261 818181

D.Y. CAMERON: THE SPIRIT OF LINE

Celebrate the work of one of Scotland’s most influential 
and prolific artists, Sir David Young Cameron (1865-1945).

Included in admission price.
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AYRSHIRE

The Maclaurin Trust is a Scottish Charity no SCO 12798

Maclaurin Art Gallery and Rozelle House 
Rozelle Park, Monument Road, Ayr, KA7 4NQ

Three exciting exhibitions celebrating the work of:

Yvonne Hawker
18 March – 30 April

Frank McFadden 
26 March – 30 April

Open Studios  
26 March – 7 May

FREE 

Entry

       @samuseums  | south-ayrshire.gov.uk/galleries

R
adical Craft at the Barony 
Centre in West Kilbride 

(“Craft Town Scotland”) 

features 34 UK and 

international artists who 

see themselves as facing barriers to the 

art world for reasons of health, disability, 

social circumstance, isolation and other 

issues. Over half of them are associated with 

specialist centres, groups and studios which 

play a vital role in nurturing and supporting 

their creative development. The works in the 

exhibition convey personal visions of the 

world and reveal inventive use of materials. 

They vary in scale, from miniature sculptures 

carved into toothpicks and lead pencil tips 

to life-size, woven birch bark figures. Apr 
8-Jun 11, www.crafttownscotland.org 

Considered one of the most exciting young 

artists to emerge in Scotland over the 

last few years, Rachel Maclean has been 

selected to represent the country at this 

year’s Venice Biennale. Her fantastical films, 

made with cinematic production values and 

shown in an immersive environment, often 

use satire to comment on contemporary 

issues. In ‘Feed Me’ (2015) at the Dick 
Institute in Kilmarnock she creates a 

nightmarish, candy-

coloured world which 

takes viewers on a 

roller-coaster ride 

through the vices of 

contemporary culture. 

May 13-Aug 26, www.
eastayrshire.com 
(Search ‘Museums’)

Madeira-born Yvonne 

Hawker (1956-

2001) studied at 

Goldsmiths College 

and Ravensbourne 

College, London. She moved to Ayrshire 

in the early 1980s with her partner, the 

renowned printmaker Richard Akerman, 

living in a remote former hunting lodge near 

the Carrick hills, then in a stone shepherd’s 

cottage when that relationship ended. Her 

work drew celebrity collectors, including 

politicians, actors and TV personalities. She 

took an active role in Ayrshire life, serving 

as an advisor to the newly established 

Maclaurin Gallery in Ayr, which is hosting 

an exhibition of her work. She died of 

ovarian cancer at the age of 45. Until Apr 
30, www.themaclaurin.org.uk

STILL FROM RACHEL 
MACLEAN’S ‘FEED ME’ 

(DICK INSTITUTE)

PINKIE MACLURE, ‘LANDFILL TANTRUM’ (BARONY CENTRE)
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O
Hedgehog Stories
Art and science combine to 
shine a light on a well loved but 
mysterious mammal. Includes work 
for sale from a range of artists, 
photographers and designers.

HARESTANES COUNTRYSIDE VISITOR CENTRE, 
Ancrum, Jedburgh, TD8 6UQ
T: 01835 830306 | E: harestanes@liveborders1.org.uk 
www.liveborders.org.uk/harestanes

 www.liveborders.org.uk
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www.liveborders.org.uk

HARESTANES COUNTRYSIDE VISITOR CENTRE, Ancrum, Jedburgh, TD8 6UQ
T: 01835 830306  |  E: harestanes@liveborders1.org.uk 
www.liveborders.org.uk/harestanes

Hedgehog Stories
Art and science combine to shine a light on a 
well-loved but mysterious mammal. 
Includes work for sale from a range of artists, 
photographers and designers.

Saturday 1 April to Sunday 4 June 2017
10am to 5pm daily

Free admission | Free WiFi
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Saturday 1 April to Sunday 4 June 2017
 10am to 5pm daily
Free admission\\ Free WiFi

www.liveborders.org.uk

HARESTANES COUNTRYSIDE VISITOR CENTRE, Ancrum, Jedburgh, TD8 6UQ
T: 01835 830306  |  E: harestanes@liveborders1.org.uk 
www.liveborders.org.uk/harestanes

Hedgehog Stories
Art and science combine to shine a light on a 
well-loved but mysterious mammal. 
Includes work for sale from a range of artists, 
photographers and designers.

Saturday 1 April to Sunday 4 June 2017
10am to 5pm daily

Free admission | Free WiFi
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tweedart.co.uk

Tweed Art (formerly known as McHardy’s Art & Framing)  
have refurbished their Artists & Craft Makers Gallery. 

Why not pop in, say hello, and have a look at the beautiful art on display?
There is a large selection of original art, limited edition prints, ceramics, 

glass, sculpture and jewellery. All make perfect Christmas presents.

We can frame just about anything
Over 100 gift ideas for less than £50

1 Biggiesknowe, Peebles EH45 8HS  Tel: 01721 720246
Open 9.30am - 5pm, Monday to Saturday

Online gallery and shop: tweedart.co.uk

1 Biggiesknowe, Peebles EH45 8HS
01721 720246 | Open 9.30am-5pm, Mon to Sat

At Tweed Art we have a great selection 
of original art and limited edition prints, 

to handcrafted jewellery, ceramics, 
wood and glass.

FRAMING STUDIO 
ARTISTS & CRAFT MAKERS GALLERY

Art, enhanced by our passion

Tweedside Road, 
Newtown St Boswells TD6 0PG

01835 823473
www.tweedsidegallery.co.uk

Unique Gifts
 Quality Crafts  

Jewellery 
Picture Framing

Local Images 
Cards / Calendars   

and lots more

Photography - Ian O
liver

 FLAT 
CAT 
GALLERY 
and cafe

Open 7 Days

2 Market Place
Lauder
Berwickshire TD2 6SR

01578 722808

www.flatcatgallery.co.uk
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Deborah 
Campbell
Paintings 
and textiles
1st April – 23rd May

Mixed Spring Exhibition  
from April 2nd, 2017. 

hillhousegallery.com for further info. 
 

Broughton, ML12 6HQ.  Tel 07768 690069 
jan@hillhousegallery.com 
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ld Gala House in Galashiels 

is the only museum in 

Scotland to showcase nine 

prestigious prints from the 

1960s explosion of Pop Art. 

Warhol to Walker: American Prints from Pop 

Art to Today features works by some of the 

most celebrated American artists, including 

Andy Warhol, Robert Rauschenberg and 

Jasper Johns. Staged in partnership with 

the British Museum and coinciding with its 

American Dream: Pop to Present exhibition, 

Warhol to Walker highlights the artists’ 

O inventiveness and technical ingenuity. 

As well as reflecting America’s 

power and influence over the last six 

decades, many of the works address 

deep divisions in society which are still 

prevalent today. Until Jul 2,  
www.liveborders.org.uk

The village of Ancrum is bracing 

itself for another May Bank Holiday 

weekend of art. Art @ Ancrum features 

34 professional artists and makers in 

exhibitions and demonstrations in a 

range of disciplines, including 

painting, illustration, ceramics, 

textiles, woodwork, sculpture 

and jewellery. Venues range 

from artists’ studios, the village 

hall and garages to the church, 

villagers’ front rooms and even 

the local pub, The Cross Keys, 

which is hosting an exhibition 

entitled Absent Friends, featuring 

work by artists who are not 

taking part, but whose work 

the organisers appreciate. This 

year’s chosen charity is Cash for Kids. 

Apr 28-May 1,  
www.artatancrum.org.ukART @ ANCRUM

ANDY WARHOL, ‘CAMPBELL’S GREEN PEA SOUP’ 
FROM THE SERIES CAMPBELL’S SOUP I, 1968. 

© THE ANDY WARHOL FOUNDATION FOR THE 
VISUAL ARTS, INC./ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY 

(ARS), NEW YORK & DACS, LONDON, 2017

Darren Woodhead, Linda Latham, Jo Lee, Mag Donald, Tori Ratcliffe,
Jane Birrel, Ellen McCann, Daniel Killeen, Michelle Lowe and many more.

Dancing Light Gallery, Whitmuir, Near West Linton, Edinburgh, EH46 7BB 
 01968 660200  |  Open: 10 to 5pm Monday to Sunday             

info@dancinglightgallery.co.uk  |  www.dancinglightgallery.co.uk

Whitmuir is also home to Whitmuir Restaurant, Quercus Plant 
Nursery, Farm shop and Fairy Walk ... something for everyone ...

Wildlife Exhibition
25th March - 25th May

Linda Latham Ellen McCann Darren Woodhead

19B Eastgate, Peebles, 01721 720860 
Mon – Fri (closed Wed) 10.00 –17.00
Sat 11.00 –16.30 
www.thethreefishesgalleryandframing.co.uk

THE THREE FISHES 
GALLERY & FRAMING
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Painting, Fine Art Photography, 
Art-Painted Furniture, Miniature Art 
Jewellery, Fine Textile, Ceramics, 
Sculpture and much more …
51 High Street, Coldstream TD12 4DL
01890 254 010  
Tues – Sat 10am – 4pm 
Wed 10am – 1pm
www.whitefoxgallery.co.uk

Spring 
Mixed 
Exhibition

G
rab a refreshment and 

snack and admire a 

rotating exhibition of work 

by local artists at the 

Cloudhouse Cafe in Stow. 

KELI CLARK IS 
EXHIBITING AT THE 
CLOUDHOUSE CAFE 
IN STOW UNTIL THE 
END OF MAY

Exhibitions change monthly and jewellery 

is also on display. Look out for Friday night 

openings. www.cloudhousecafe.com
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C 
ollected: 15 Years of Spring 

Fling Open Studios at 

Gracefield Arts Centre in 

Dumfries showcases a selection 

of works by current and 

previous Spring Fling participants, on loan 

from private and public collections, which 

have been purchased by visitors to this 

event over the years. As well as showing the 

wide range of work by Spring Fling artists, 

the exhibition also explores where works 

are now, how they have shaped people’s 

lives and homes and the relationships which 

has developed between artist and collector. 

Returning artists include painter Gwen Adair, 

potter Clare Dawdry and painter/printmaker 

Morgan Hardie along with newcomer Emily 

Cooper with mixed media portraits. Apr 22-
May 13, www.dumgal.gov.uk/gracefield

Spring In Her Step at the Whitehouse 
Gallery in Kirkcudbright is an all female 

mixed group exhibition which welcomes 

three new artists to the gallery along with 

returning favourites. Yvonne Coomber works 

‘en plein air’ to produce colour-drenched 

paintings of wild tumbling hedgerows, 

tangled meadowlands, open moorlands 

and magical forests. Printmaker and painter 

Liz Toole is influenced by her extensive 

travels in Africa and patterns in nature. Carol 

Moore creates colour-dominated still life 

and narrative paintings featuring figures and 

animals. Until May 4,  
www.whitehousegallery.co.uk

WORK BY POTTER CLARE DAWDRY (GRACEFIELD ARTS CENTRE)

LIZ TOOLE, ‘TIME TO BLOSSOM’, FRAMED, LIMITED EDITION SCREENPRINT (THE WHITEHOUSE GALLERY)

Open 10/10.30am-5pm, Mon-Sat 
Clience Studio, By the Clocktower, 212 King Street,  
Castle Douglas DG7 1DS
01556 504318  |  www.cliencestudio.co.uk

The light and beauty of Galloway is the main focus of this artist’s 
gallery in Castle Douglas, with dramatic Scottish Highlands and 
Cumbrian mountain landscapes also featured. Other themes include 
Sea Spirits and Reflections. Newest paintings and work in progress on 
show and a wide selection of signed giclee prints and art gifts from 
Galloway paintings available. Commissions welcome. Participating 
as Studio 32 (same venue) in Spring Fling, May 27-29. Also open until 
8pm on May 26 & 27.

Clience Studio
Seascape and Landscape paintings by

Angela Lawrence

28 Edinburgh Rd, Dumfries DG1 1JQ
art@dumgal.gov.uk
www.dumgal.gov.uk

A R T S  C E N T R E
G R AC E F I E L D

What’s On at Gracefield

20 May - 8 July  GALLERY 1 AND 2

Patricia Cain: Seeing Beyond 
the Immediate 

22 April - 13 May  
GALLERY 2

Collected: 15 Years 
of Spring Fling
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W H I T E H O U S E 
G A L L E R Y

Spring In Her Step ON UNTIL 4TH MAY 

louise o’hara

Footsteps  13TH MAY - 24TH JUNE

An exhibition combining landscape &
figurative works from a selection of Fine Artists.

Rosanne Barr, Joyce Gunn Cairns, 
Thomas Cameron, Cecilia Cardiff, Alison Dickson, 

Kevin Fleming, Ross Fulton, Helen Glassford, 
Susie J Hunt, James Somerville Lindsay, 

Lindsay Madden, Helen Tabor & Karen Warner.

ALSO FEATURES NEW SCULPTURE & JEWELLERY

liz toole

helen tabor

joyce gunn cairns

 Please come and visit us at the 
Glasgow Contemporary Art Fair
 28-30 April, Stand 30 (upstairs)

The Whitehouse Gallery
47 St Marys Street, Kirkcudbright DG6 4DU

t: 01557 330223   e: info@whitehousegallery.co.uk
www.whitehousegallery.co.uk
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t Is What It Is at the Nail 
Factory in Dalbeattie features 

paintings by Fiona Love, Simon 

Grant and Claire Watson. The 

Nail Factory and its adjoining 

garden offer a multi-use art space, which 

hosts exhibitions and workshops and 

provides live-in studio space for emerging 

artists to use Dalbeattie Forest and the 

Solway coast for inspiration. Until May 
31, www.nailfactory.org.uk 

Ottersburn Gallery in Dumfries has 

been refurbished and relaunched under 

new owners Sean and Kate McKay. The 

gallery was purchased from the previous 

owner Roger Windsor MBE.  Says Sean 

McKay: “Ottersburn Gallery will be a 

commercial selling gallery dedicated 

primarily to Dumfries and Galloway 

artists. We hope, too, that it will become 

a place where all those interested in art 

can come to visit, meet, talk and share 

ideas.” Exhibiting artists will be invited 

to use the space as an ‘open studio’, 

allowing visitors to watch them at work. 

There is also an in-house framing service. 

Check website for opening times:  

www.ottersburn.com

NAIL FACTORY

ARTISTS AND FRIENDS HAVE FUN SIGNING THE FRAMED 
‘VISITOR’S BOOK’ AT THE OTTERSBURN GALLERY
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MY INTENTION 
WAS NOT 
TO WORK 
METAPHORICALLY, 
OR TO 
ILLUSTRATE, BUT 
PARADOXICALLY 
TO SET MYSELF 
A TASK USING 
PARAMETERS 
WHICH SEEMED 
POTENTIALLY 
LIMITLESS: TIME 
AND SPACE.

’
’

‘HER VISUAL ART PRACTICE 
SEEKS TO EXPLORE THE 
GAPS AND OVERLAPS 
THAT RESIDE WITHIN 
CONTEMPORARY HUMAN 
EXPERIENCE IN RELATION 
TO THE NATURAL WORLD.’

TALK ABOUT GIVING ART A BAD 
NAME. (NAMES WITHHELD TO 

PROTECT THE GUILTY.)

“
”

‘THE OBJECTS 
(HAVE) A RARE 
AND UNEXPECTED 
PRESENCE AND 
THE POWER TO 
MAKE QUIET 
AND SOMETIMES 
HUMOROUS 
INTERVENTIONS 
THAT SUBTLY 
ALTER THE SPACE 
AROUND THEM.’

(The gallery) considers the 
‘context’ to also include the 

wider context, looking beyond 
the immediate gallery setting 
for other, more fundamental 

or extraneous input into 
the particular dialogue: the 

interactions between the art-
activity and the wider world

“

”
‘I WANTED TO MAKE A MAP, A 
VISUAL BELIEF STRUCTURE THAT 
WAS A WAY FORWARD FOR ME...
IN THE HOPE THAT SOMETHING 
WHICH WAS NON-VISUAL COULD 
BECOME VISUAL, SOMETHING 
POTENTIALLY MEANINGLESS 
WOULD BECOME MEANINGFUL’

HUH?

EVERY YEAR, 
IT’S A BRAND NEW  
ADVENTURE

 01387 213 218  

 www.spring-fling.co.uk

COVERING 
THE BEST 
ART & CRAFT 
IN SCOTLAND 
& 
NE ENGLAND

SUBSCRIBE

6 BI-MONTHLY 
ISSUES ONLY 
£16.50 INCL. 
P&P.

WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK/SUBSCRIBE

UK 
RESIDENTS 
ONLY
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Scotland, a collaboration between Dundee 

Contemporary Arts and the University 

of Dundee, will produce an enormous 

installation of sculpture and print entitled 

‘Print City’, an abstract and interlocking 

model of Dundee which will fill the gallery 

from floor to ceiling in a dazzling mix of 

pattern, colour and text. Dundee has placed 

culture at the heart of its regeneration - the 

V&A Museum of Design is due to open in 

2018 - in an effort to change perceptions of 

the city and attract residents and visitors. 

May 25-29,  
www.dundeedesignfestival.com

campaign is now underway 

to to celebrate the 150th 

anniversary of The 

McManus: Dundee’s Art 

Gallery and Museum with 

the unveiling of a spectacular image of the 

‘Tay Whale’, a popular exhibit, and David 

Batchelor’s illuminated sculpture ‘Waldella, 

Dundee’ wrapped round a double decker 

bus. The design is a precursor to the full 

McManus 150 programme and the official 

anniversary on September 12.  

www.mcmanus.co.uk

A

A SPECIALLY DESIGNED DOUBLE DECKER BUS HERALDS THE 150TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE MCMANUS: DUNDEE’S ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM

The origins of the Dundee Art Society 

stretch back to the late 19th century, when 

flax and jute magnates showed off their 

new-found wealth by collecting art. The 

society, which counts luminaries such as 

William McTaggart, John Duncan, Alberto 

Morrocco and David McClure among past 

office-bearers and members, is gearing up 

for its annual Summer Open Exhibition in its 

Roseangle Gallery. May 20-27,  
www.dundeeartsociety.co.uk

The Dundee Design Festival returns for 

its second year to the UK’s only UNESCO 

City of Design. 

The centrepiece 

exhibition, 

Factory Floor 

(also this year’s 

theme), features 

designers whose 

work embraces 

experimental 

processes and 

innovation in 

materials. In 

another highlight, 

Print Festival 

CONTEMPORARY DESIGNERS AND TRADITIONAL 
CRAFTMAKERS WILL WORK HAND IN HAND DURING DUNDEE 

DESIGN FESTIVAL

LOVE ART? LOVE TRAVEL? 
Visit our website to visit some of Europe’s top galleries 
and museums www.artmag.co.uk/artandtravel

Bode Museum, Berlin Museum of Fine Arts, Bordeaux Acropolis Museum, Athens

Ludwig Museum, Budapest
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T
he Oregon Project 

and Other Works: 

A Keith Salmon 

Landscape 

Retrospective in 

Light and Sound is an interactive, 

audio-visual installation at Edinburgh 

College of Art’s Tent Gallery created 

by the Ayrshire-based artist along 

with Microsoft researcher Neel Joshi, 

Seattle-based independent film-

maker Daniel Thornton and Ayrshire 

sound engineer Graham Byron. 

Salmon’s moody abstracts of Highlands 

landscapes are actually a result of 

diminishing eyesight. After finding out in 

1990 that his sight was deteriorating, he 

broadened his technique over the years, 

smashing paint into texture and scratching 

pastels to depict a place. He began to use 

sound as part of his work, taking recording 

equipment with him whenever he went 

walking in the mountains with his partner 

as his guide. He is now registered officially 

blind.

This led to the Oregon Project, which 

incorporates innovative proxemic audio 

developed by Microsoft to interpret two-

dimensional images. (Proxemics is the 

study of how people use space to define 

social interactions.) From an array of 

overhead speakers, visitors to the exhibition 

can experience an acoustic and spatial 

interpretation of drawings Salmon did of the 

dramatic Hell’s Canyon area in Oregon. In 

effect, they can ‘hear’ the works – breezes 

blowing, grasses rustling, birds calling - as 

they move through the room, their position 

tracked so that they trigger a recording 

which is specific to their location.

Keith Salmon, a past winner of the coveted 

Jolomo Scottish Landscape Art Award, says: 

“It would be great to think that in future, you 

might go to a museum or art gallery and this 

technology would be there as part of the 

experience.” Apr 8-22,  
www.keithsalmon.org 

Over 20 artists have been selected from 

an open call to exhibit alongside 11 invited 

artists at this year’s Hidden Door Festival. 
They will transform every corner of the old 

Leith Theatre, working in a variety of media, 

including sculpture, sound, performance 

art and video. Artists include: Valerie 

Reed, who will use the Japanese method 

of kintsugi to gild some of the damaged 

parts of the theatre by filling in the cracks 

with gold; Liam J. McLaughlin, whose video 

work will explore the influence of religion 

and isolation on rural communities; and 

Mo Kearsley and Martin Elden, who will 

present an unnerving commentary on the 

pervasiveness of social media by projecting 

images of eyes on the theatre’s floor. May 
26-Jun 4, www.hiddendoorblog.org

ARTIST KEITH SALMON (L.) AND MICROSOFT RESEARCHER 
NEEL JOSHI WITH THE OREGON PROJECT AUDIO-VISUAL 
INSTALLATION (TENT GALLERY)
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degree
show
2017
FREE ENTRY

Saturday 3rd to  
Sunday 11th June 
11.00 – 17.00

Late nights 
Wednesday 7th June  
& Thursday 8th June  
11.00 – 20.00

Edinburgh College of Art Campus 
74 Lauriston Place, EH3 9DF

Minto House & Adam House 
Chambers Street, EH1 1JZ

www.eca.ed.ac.uk/degreeshow 
#ECADegreeShow
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Applications are open for our year-long courses starting September 2017 -
FOUNDATION | PAINTING | DRAWING | ART & SPIRITUALITY

CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE | CRITICAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
FIGURE | LANDSCAPE | ONE DAY PAINTING | PRINTMAKING

PAINTING COURSES
As well as our established three-day PAINTING course, we offer a ONE DAY PAINTING 
course as part of our programme of year-long courses. Both courses cater for those who 
want to advance their knowledge, skill and application in the discipline of painting. 

CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE
With an emphasis on enquiry and experimentation, the CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE 
course encourages students to consider new possibilities in making art. The course 
generates a hands-on and intuitive approach, and is ideal for anyone who has been 
making their own art and would like to develop this further beyond traditional boundaries.

To find out more visit our website - www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk
Enquiries@LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | 0131 554 5761 

25 North Junction Street, Edinburgh EH6 6HW

Spring Exhibition
Over 45 Gallery Artists
Jewellery by Sheana Stephen
1st – 29th April 2017

36 Dundas St., Edinburgh EH3 6JN
0131 556 6366
mail@torrancegallery.co.uk
www.torrancegallery.co.uk

Picture framing service from 
our own workshops

Davy Brown
6th – 26th May 2017
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urban landscape and architecture, cinema, 

brands, car culture and language referring 

to Los Angeles and Hollywood to create 

works about the aspirations and seduction 

of the American Dream. The exhibition is 

part of the Artist Rooms annual touring 

programme of contemporary art selected 

from over 1,500 works donated by the 

gallerist Anthony d’Offay and jointly owned 

on behalf of the public by the National 

Galleries of Scotland and Tate. Since its 

foundation in 2008 the collection has been 

seen by some 40 million visitors.  

Apr 29-Apr 29, 2018, 
www.nationalgalleries.org

EDINBURGH & THE LOTHIANS
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cotland’s oldest public 

gallery, The Scottish 
Gallery celebrates its 

175th birthday in May with 

three landmark exhibitions 

running concurrently and featuring never 

before seen works and unique commissions. 

Duncan Shanks: Winter Journey sees the 

return of one of Scotland’s finest landscape 

painters along with painted works and one-

off pin artworks by some of the gallery’s 

current artists. 175 Years of Art Pins and 

Paintings is a show by 37 selected artists, 

including Alison Watt, Jock McFadyen 

S

ED RUSCHA, ‘POOL #2’, 1968 (SCOTTISH 
NATIONAL GALLERY OF MODERN ART)

and Kate Downie, 

painting on 175mm x 

175mm canvas and 

a further 45 who 

have crafted one-off 

decorative pins 

demonstrating their 

practice on a small 

scale. Portrait of a 

Gallery II builds on 

the successful show 

of 2013 showing 

important works by 

Scottish art in various themes, including The 

Landscape Tradition, The Scottish Colourists, 

The War Years and Modern Scottish Women 

May 3-Jun 3, www.scottish-gallery.co.uk

The iconic American artist Ed Ruscha (pron. 

‘Roo-shay’) is featured at the Scottish 
National Gallery of Modern Art with a 

selection of photographs, paintings and 

drawings dating from the early 1960s 

to the 2000s and exploring the artist’s 

fascination with American west coast 

culture. Ruscha has consistently drawn from 

DUNCAN SHANKS, ‘THE DYING SUN’, ACRYLIC ON 
PAPER (THE SCOTTISH GALLERY)

EDINBURGH 

LE DI-VIN 

Most Edinburgers know that the beautiful 

oratory of St Anne’s building poking out 

from the corner of Randolph Place is home to 

French restaurant La P’tite Folie, but there’s also 

a fun Gallic surprise awaiting those who haven’t 

been tempted to push on that large door at the 

back of the hallway.

Wine is an obsession here with abundant 

choices, from floral burgundies to dry viogniers 

to deep plummy reds. Proprietors Virginie and 

Ghislain have decades of vinery experience 

and choose their stock using a mix of local 

knowledge, Gallic passion and sheer heartfelt 

instinct.

The food menu boasts a variety of light meals and punchy nibbles, always seasonal 

and made in-house. A medium mixed planchette with charcuterie and cheese can easily 

suit two. It arrives heaving with a fabulous range of artisan cured meats, pickles and 

creamy cheeses. A specials board is updated with daily additions and seasonal choices, 

including fish, salads and a fine Croque Monsieur freshly made with béchamel sauce 

and good quality cheese.

Elegance, sophistication and wonderful wines - that’s the Le di-Vin experience.

0131 538 1815, WWW.LEDIVIN.CO.UK, LE DI-VIN WINE BAR, 9 RANDOLPH PLACE, 
EDINBURGH EH3 7TE, OPEN 12NOON TILL LATE, CLOSED SUNDAYS
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Dundas Street Gallery, Edinburgh

26th May – 5th June 2017

Open daily 12.00 – 18.00

www.dundas-street-gallery.co.uk

Scotland Revisited
An exhibition of paintings by Paul M Ellis
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TOM LINDSAY
APRIL 17-22

DUNDAS STREET GALLERY
DUNDAS STREET

EDINBURGH
EH3 6HZ

Madeleine Gardiner 
& Harriet Selka
INSCAPE
May 20-24
10am-7pm

Sponsored by Isle of Harris Distillers 
with their Isle of Harris Gin

www.madeleinegardiner.com 
www.harrietselka.com

Opening party 
Saturday May 20, 1-7pm 

Dundas Street Gallery, 
6 Dundas Street, 
Edinburgh 
EH3 6HZ
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Scottish Ornithologists’ Club
Waterston House, 
Aberlady EH32 0PY
Open daily 10am–4pm 
01875 871 330
www.the-soc.org.uk

THE SOC IS A 
SCOTTISH 
CHARITABLE 
INCORPORATED 
ORGANISATION 
SC009859

Paul Bartlett
 
 April 8 – May 24
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F
or the Degree Show at  

Edinburgh College of Art the 

campus is transformed into a 

vast public showcase of work 

by students from Art, Design, 

ESALA (Edinburgh School of Architecture 

and Landscape Architecture) and Music. Jun 
3-11, www.eca.ed.ac.uk/eca-home/news-
events/degree-show-2017

Hamish Fulton has been labelled a sculptor, 

photographer, land artist and conceptual 

artist. He, however, describes himself as 

a “walking artist”. Since 1971 he has made 

YOU CAN FIND 
ALESSI’S ANNA G 
CORKSCREW AT 
WESTGATE GALLERIES 
IN NORTH BERWICK. 

numerous walks as a way to experience a 

physical engagement between man and 

nature. The resulting work is a translation of 

these experiences into a variety of media, 

including photography, illustrations, maps 

and wall texts. He has described his work as 

being “about discovery, about perception, 

about nature, about yourself. What I build 

is an experience, not a sculpture.” Hamish 

Fulton: Walking is a Seven-Letter Word at 

the Fine Art Society comprises 10 works 

showing Fulton’s walking and camping trips 

in the Scottish Cairngorms in recent years. 

Apr 21-May 20, www.fasedinburgh.com

The Italian housewares 

and kitchen utensil 

company Alessi 

is renowned for 

producing everyday 

items from plastic 

and metal created 

by famous designers, 

such as Aldo Rossi, 

Philippe Starck and 

Zaha Hadid. The 

special edition Anna 

G corkscrew by 

Alessandro Mendini 

in thermoplastic resin and chrome-plated 

zamak is hand-decorated with a white heart 

on the red background. With 5% of the RRP 

going to the RED fight against AIDS, you 

can find it at Westgate Galleries in North 

Berwick. www.westgategalleries.co.uk

PHOTO: EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART

www.royalscottishacademy.org

Image © Lennox Dunbar RSA (detail)  RSA registered Scottish Charity (SC004198)  

RSA ANNUAL EXHIBITION 
INCLUDING RSA OPEN EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURE 2017 
1 APRIL - 7 MAY 2017. ADMISSION £5/£3. FREE FRIDAYS!  
Image: Lennox Dunbar, Floral Blanket (detail)

PRESENTED BY THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY OF ART & ARCHITECTURE    
WWW.ROYALSCOTTISHACADEMY.ORG
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SAORSA A
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ARTIST/OWNER 
TOMMY FITCHET

NEW ABSTRACT 
SCOTTISH 
PAINTINGS AND 
LANDSCAPES & 
SEASCAPES BY 
TOMMY FITCHET 
AND NEW 
CERAMICS FROM 
FIONA THOMPSON.

8 Deanhaugh Street,  
Edinburgh, EH4 1LY
0131 343 1126 

Friday, Saturday & 
Sunday 12–5pm

www.saorsa-art.com

FIONA THOMPSON

EXHIBITING AT 
THE GLASGOW 
CONTEMPORARY 
ART FAIR 2017

SPRING

Gallery TEN
5 William Street
Edinburgh
EH3 7NG

www.galleryten.co.uk
infogalleryten@gmail.com

in a new place
01.04.17
27.05.17

Saturday 15th April ~ 20th May 2017

New paintings by Beth Robertson Fiddes
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Beth

D O U B T F I R E G A L L E R Y
3 South East Circus Place, EH3 6TJ  www.doubtfiregallery.com

Monday to Friday 10am - 5pm. Saturday 12 noon - 5pm
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imply titled Beth, the 

second solo exhibition by 

Beth Robertson Fiddes at 

Doubtfire Gallery is further 

evidence of her evocative 

and dynamic talent as a landscape artist. 

A past winner of the prestigious Jolomo 

award for Scottish landscape painting, 

Beth’s return to her Highland roots in recent 

years has further deepened her artistic 

exploration of land and sea. She says: 

“Returning to favourite childhood haunts and 

seeing them afresh has given my painting 

a new dimension, allowing memories to 

combine with new sights and experiences.” 

Whether in acrylic, ink or oil, her work has 

an otherworldly quality, evoking the fleeting 

moment of a surging tide crashing onto 

headland or hissing through rock pools 

or the sharp intensity of a shaft of sunlight 

through a swirling cloud of mist. Until May 
20, www.doubtfiregallery.com

Vessels and Stories of Scotland’s West 

Coast at the Scottish Storytelling Centre 

features a selection of illustrations by 

Christine Morrison made in response to 

voyages through the seascapes celebrated 

in Ian Stephen’s new book, ‘Waypoints’ 

(Bloomsbury). An MFA graduate of 

Edinburgh University, Christine’s work is 

primarily based on a need to be out in the 

natural environment, whether on land or 

sea. Please note: Sometimes the centre’s 

exhibition space is not accessible to the 

public due to a private function. Please call 

ahead to check. May 11-Jun 6,  
www.scottishstorytellingcentre.com

S

BETH ROBERTSON FIDDES, ‘LATE SUMMER, 
OLDSHOREMORE’ (DOUBTFIRE GALLERY)

41 Westgate, North Berwick, East Lothian EH39 4AG     
TEL: 01620 894976  • www.westgategalleries.co.uk

Paintings, Prints, Art Glass, Bronzes, Interiors, Jewellery, Leathers, Gifts, Licensed café

Quality Gifts from Scotland and around the World

Highland Stoneware Bass Rock exclusive to Westgate Galleries
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1  DAVID TOMLINS, VIEW DOWN 
PRINCES STREE AT NIGHT’ 2  
MJOSE FERNANDEZ, ‘NEW WAVE 
COFFEE SHOP TO A TEA’ 3  SUE 
WILLIAMSON, ‘CANAL DREAMS’ 4 
FIONA JOHNSON, ‘SNOW ON THE 
WAY’ 5  PAUL HENNI, ‘VASELINE 
HAIR TONIC’ 6  MENGQI DU, 
‘HOGMANAY’

S
ix photographs capturing the feel of Edinburgh in new ways 

have been chosen from almost 400 entries to be displayed in a 

major new exhibition, Edinburgh Alphabet: An A-Z of the City’s 

Collections, at the City Art Centre. Photographers with a keen eye 

for the capital were invited to ‘Capture Edinburgh’ for the chance 

to see their work displayed alongside favourite items from the 

city’s museum and gallery collections. Judges were so impressed with the 

quality and individuality of submissions from professional, amateur and 

student photographers that 12 runners-up will also see their work exhibited. 

The images will also be showcased in the Castle Street window of the 

competition sponsor, Jessops. May 19-Oct 8,  
www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk/Venues/City-Art-Centre

1

2

3

4

5

6
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ark your calendar for the 

May 18 opening of the 

Dunfermline Carnegie 
Library & Galleries, a 

spectacular new museum 

and art gallery in the heart of Dunfermline’s 

Heritage Quarter. Look out for a full review in 

the June/July issue of Artmag.  

www.onfife.com

The Pittenweem Arts Festival in August is 

nationally known, but every year resident 

artists of the picturesque coastal village 

show their latest work and galleries highlight 

their new exhibitions in Pittenweem Artists 
& Galleries at Easter (Apr 14-17). The Spring 

Exhibition at the Fisher Gallery, for example, 

includes ceramics, driftwood clocks, 

woodwork, studio glass, photography, 

kinetic clocks and limited edition prints. In 

a new feature this year, 12 artist/makers 

from Dunfermline’s Fire Station Creative 

are holding a joint exhibition in the ART@47 

gallery (Apr 14-23).  

www.pittenweemartsfestival.co.uk

Tatha Gallery in Newport on Tay celebrates 

its third anniversary with Connections, a 

show of diverse painting and 

sculpture by established and 

emerging artists. They include: 

Helen Denerley, who brings 

life to reused scrap metal with 

her bird and animal sculptures; 

David Cass, who paints 

seascapes on found objects; 

and Jackie Anderson, who has 

a deft touch in her portrayals of 

the human figure. Also showing 

are sculptural pieces by Jenny 

Pope, fantastical oil paintings 

by Lucia Gomez, watercolours 

of the natural world by Rachel 
THE STRIKING CLOCK BY SAM WADE STRIKES THE BELL 
EVERY HOUR. (FISHER GALLERY)MADELEINE HAND, ‘SPOT IN THE FOREST’, WATERCOLOUR (TATHA GALLERY)

Gibson and Madeleine Hand’s dream-like 

landscapes and figurative watercolours.  

Apr 21-May 17, www.tathagallery.com  M

OPEN DOORS WEEKEND 
29 & 30 APRIL / 10AM - 4PM

ART & HERITAGE ON THE RAILWAY THROUGH FIFE

www.theartline.co.uk

The Artline has been created to highlight the railway station  
buildings which have been restored and adopted by individuals  

or groups in Fife. From North Queensferry to Cupar, once empty 
rooms have found a new use as artists’ studios or heritage centres. 
Other buildings with art links adjacent to the stations are involved.

TRAVEL BY TRAIN – break your journey en-route with a cheap day return ticket.

11 March - 11 June 2017
Fca&c @ Kirkcaldy Galleries 
Free admission / Open daily
01592 583206 / KY1 1YG 

www.fcac.co.uk

LimomoLum
an exhibition by Jeremy hutchison
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GLASGOW

Paisley Art Institute
129th Annual Exhibition

Guest Painter: Adrian Wiszniewski 
Guest Sculptor: Lys Hansen 

Saturday 20th May 2017 - Sunday 25th June 2017
Paisley Museum and Art Galleries High Street, Paisley, PA1 2BA

Tues-Sat: 11am-4pm, Sun: 2pm-5pm

www.paisleyartinstitute.com
registered charity No 000840

‘White Quarry’, Sheila Macmillan MA PAI, Oil 20”x20”

beyond logicgordon mitchell
roger billcliffe gallery 
134 blythswood street glasgow g2 4el
0141 332 027 • info@billcliffegallery.com • www.billcliffegallery.com

28 april - 30 may, 2017

artmag square mitchell.qxp_Layout 1  31/03/2017  13:51  Page 1

 

 
 

Stationers, Booksellers, 
Art Suppliers & Gift Shop

www.jg-innes.co.uk 
jg.innes@talk21.com | 01334 472174
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We now have a beautiful gallery space 
upstairs which is available to hire.  

Suitable for art classes or exhibitions.

APRIL MAY ARTISTS  
Alison Cage, Gill Knight, Paul Bartlett  

and Gina Wright



T 
he Glasgow Contemporary 
Art Fair (GCAF) returns to 

the Old Fruitmarket in the 

Merchant City for the third 

year, including a couple of 

innovations. In conjunction with Creative 

Scotland, an app has been developed 

which will enable fair-goers to extend their 

visit beyond the fair. Visual recognition 

technology allows visitors to access the 

story behind any artwork just by pointing 

their smartphones at it. Prospective 

buyers can save their favourites to view 

later and message the gallery or artist 

through the app, the first time this service 

has been offered in Scotland. The app 

can be downloaded from the app store 

and Google Play by searching ‘Glasgow 

Contemporary Art Fair’. In another first, 

GCAF organisers have teamed up with 

Glasgow City Council to offer fair-goers 

all day parking at Duke Street Car Park 

on Saturday and Sunday for just £2.50, 

giving visitors the opportunity to sample the 

delights of the Merchant City’s shops, cafes 

and restaurants. Park your car at Duke 

Street, make your way to the venue and 

ask at the GCAF reception for your discount 

parking ticket. Follow the instructions on 

the discount ticket to activate the discount 

at the car park pay machine prior to exiting 

the car park. A big attraction at the fair is 

sure to be a large triptych painting entitled 

‘Away to the west’, produced especially for 

the event by the Scottish landscape and 

seascape painter Tom Barron. Fri Apr 28 
Preview Evening 6-9pm (£9 + booking 
fee and incl. live music and a glass of 
champagne), Sat Apr 29, 9.30am-5.30pm 
& Sun Apr 30, 10am-5pm (£3, u-15 free), 
www.gcaf.co.uk

GLASGOW
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The MFA Interim Show 2017 is an annual 

exhibition of new work by students in 

the first year of the Master of Fine Art 

programme at Glasgow School of Art. It 
encompasses a wide range of media by 

over two dozen artists, including painting, 

drawing, sculpture, video, performance 

and installation. May 6-12,  
www.gsa.ac.uk 

You probably won’t know their names, 

but they influence almost everything 

you see around you. Textile designers 

are an integral part of 

the contemporary design 

landscape, but the nature of 

the job means their designs 

and copyright are sold on 

and they don’t often take 

the credit for their own work. 

However, a Scottish design 

collective has set out to 

change all that. Showcasing 

the work of 15 contemporary 

Scottish textile designers, 

Sample at The Lighthouse 
aims to draw attention to 

these usually anonymous 

innovators with one of the 
SEE GLASGOW CONTEMPORARY ART FAIR

largest exhibitions of printed textiles in 

recent years. Curated by the textile design 

collective Collect Scotland, Sample fills 

the whole of Gallery 1 with printed textiles 

and sculptural displays of large scale 

fabrics in a huge, interactive exhibition 

featuring specially commissioned work. 

From cashmere to tartan, Scottish textiles 

are famous throughout the world. However, 

they tend to be associated with heritage 

design and traditional techniques. Sample 

challenges that by shining a light on the 

bold, innovative, contemporary work being 

created in Scotland. Until Jun 18,  
www.thelighthouse.co.uk

COLLECT SCOTLAND AT THE LIGHTHOUSE
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HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS

www.paulgraham.org
Tel: 07808275612

Join My Journey ARTIST ROOMS: 

Johan  
Grimonprez 

11 March—4 June 

Caithness Horizons 
Thurso 

www.caithnesshorizons.co.uk 

ARTIST ROOMS owned by National 
Galleries of Scotland and Tate. Shared 
in partnership with Ferens Art Gallery 
and supported by the National Lottery 
through Arts Council England, Art 
Fund and by the National Lottery 
through Creative Scotland. 

Exhibitions open 15th April until 31st of May

30 miles from Fort William

Long established Gallery/
framing workshop in 
Glasgow city centre for rent 
due to retirement.

Economical basement 
property approx. 1100 sq ft.
Tel 07973 343451
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I n its charming 18th century church 

building outside Beauly, Kilmorack 
Gallery is presenting the first of 

three groups of mini-solo exhibitions 

of new work. Entitled Five Artists, 

Part 1 features: Colin Brown with New Work, 

combining paint and collage; Annette Edgar 

with Spring Dance, paintings in the colourist 

tradition; Allan MacDonald with Road Trip, 

North, impasto landscapes capturing the 

transient quality of nature; Robert McAulay 

with Squeezed Trees and Communities,  

embodying beautiful 

colours and absorbing 

texture; and Ann 

Wegmuller with 

Paintings from Winter 

Walks, symphonies 

of colour inspired by 

her rural Perthshire 

surroundings. Until 
May 20, www.
kilmorackgallery.co.uk

The annual exhibition by 

Art Lochaber, a group 

of over 70 artists based 

in the West Highlands, 

returns to the Ben Nevis 

Distillery in Fort William with a range of work 

particularly inspired by their beautiful and 

dramatic surroundings, which incorporate 

Glencoe and the other villages around Loch 

Leven, the Road to the Isles, the Small Isles, 

Glen Spean and Ardnamurchan. May 27-
Jun 7, www.artlochaber.co.uk

Three women Highland painters feature 

in Casting Shadows at Lime Tree An 
Ealdhain* Gallery in Fort William. Clare 

Blois, Dot Walker and Fiona Matheson are 

all Inverness-based artists whose work is 

influenced by Highland landscapes and 

seascapes. Says Clare: “We chose the title 

of the exhibition to reflect the ever-changing 

light, colours and seasons of the Highlands.” 

Attached to the Lime Tree Hotel, the Lime 

Tree An Ealdhain Gallery shows travelling 

national exhibitions and work by Scottish 

artists. Until May 1, www.clareblois.co.uk, 
www.fionamatheson.com, www.dotwalker.
co.uk *pron. ‘aa-lan’, Gaelic: ‘the place for 

creativity’

ANNETTE EDGAR, ‘SPRING DANCE’ (KILMORACK GALLERY) (L-R) CLARE BLOIS, DOT WALKER, AND FIONA MATHESON 
(LIME TREE AN EALDHAIN GALLERY)

Gallery An Talla Dearg
Isle Ornsay
Isle of Skye
IV43 8QR

01471 833439

www.anncoomber.co.uk

Ann Coomber
Captured in Stone
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UnSPOKEn TrUThS
JAnE McDOnOUgh
www.northlandsglass.com

15 April – 12 May 

Entry: Free Open: Weekends 12 noon – 4pm, 
Mon – Fri 10am – 4pm. Location: 
Alastair Pilkington Studio, Main Street, Lybster, KW3 6BJ 
Tel: +44(0)1593721229  info@northlandsglass.com

Unspoken Truths is a series of very
personal artworks produced during a 
long and unexpected rehabilitation period.
The artworks became a voice expressing
hidden emotions never voiced out loud –
which then evolved into a very powerful
healing process. A must see exhibition.
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OUTER HEBRIDES  

Naked Craft at An Lanntair (Gaelic: The 

Lighthouse) in Stornoway, Isle of Lewis 

highlights some of the craft traditions and 

shared sense of northern identity and 

culture connecting Canada and Scotland. 

The exhibtion has four themes. Do It 

Yourself: DIY focuses on objects relating to 

small craft and home improvement projects 

and an ethos of self-sufficiency. Down and 

Dirty: Politics and Materials features works 

which highlight a personal or communal 

attachment with place, loss or displacement, 

or renewed engagement or innovative 

ARTICULATED RING BY CLAUDIO PINO, CANADA (AN LANNTAIR)

development. New 

Positions profiles the 

current generation of makers embracing 

new methods of production. Finally, Tooling 

Up: New Technologies and Economies 

shows how makers are taking a new 

approach to their tools and materials.  

Apr 15-Jun 3, www.lanntair.com

NORTHERN ISLES  

Ten Years of Contemporary Collecting at 

the Pier Arts Centre in Stromness, Orkney 

showcases works by contemporary artists 

which have been added to the permanent 

collection over the last decade, adding to 

the founding gift of 67 works made in 1979 

PIER ARTS 
CENTRE 

“to the people of Orkney” by arts patron 

Margaret Gardiner. The collection has grown 

over the years through gifts, bequests and 

acquisitions and now comprises nearly 200 

works. Until Dec 31,  
www.pierartscentre.com

Traces at Bonhoga Gallery is a group 

show bringing together the four category 

winners at the 2016 Shetland Open. They 

are: Aimee Labourne (First Time Exhibitor), 

Vivian Ross-Smith (Painting, Sculpture and 

Drawing), Gillian Bridle (Craft) and Jeanette 

Nowak (Photography, Print and New Media). 

Apr 29-Jun 11,  
www.shetlandarts.org/venues/bonhoga

Scotland’s Major 
Ceramics Festival 
Over 70 selected ceramics artists 
selling their work 

June 9th, 10th & 11th
until 4.30pm
Scone Palace, Perth

Admission is £5:50, 
accompanied children free.
Admission fee includes access 
to the grounds and gardens

www.potfest.co.uk
CHIU-I WU STAND

pot fest

MACLEOD

SCONE PALACE POTFEST

TONY LAVERICK

WALKER TONY LAVERICK STAND

SOLLIS

AT THE PALACE

.
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A
s part of the Perth Festival 

of the Arts (May 15-27), 

ArTay is an exhibition of 

Scottish contemporary 

art and craft in a large 

marquee erected outside Perth Concert 

Hall. It features some 300 works by over 

80 artists and makers - far more than 

FROM THE SELLING SHOW OF RUSSIAN 
ICONS AT THE BARN GALLERY

any commercial gallery could hold 

- including Royal Scottish Academy 

members such as Gordon Mitchell RSW, 

Doug Cocker and Reinhard Behrens 

RSW and members of the Royal Scottish 

Society of Painters in Watercolour such 

as Sandy Murphy, Charlie MacQueen, 

Christine Woodside alongside lesser 

known talent. May 18-21,  
www.perthfestival.co.uk/event/artay

Perth and Kinross Council has 

announced a £10 million 

modernisation of Perth Museum 
and Art Gallery intended to support 

Perth’s bid to become UK City of 

Culture in 2021. The overall design 

will be led by Hoskins Architects, 

who count among their projects the 

National Museum of Scotland, Aberdeen 

Art Gallery and the Scottish National 

Gallery. www.culturepk.org.uk/
museums-galleries

Rufus Reade, formerly owner of The 

Nomads Tent warehouse of tribal art in 

Edinburgh, has collected 30 old Russian 

icons and 20 Ethiopian crosses during the 

group cultural tours he now leads. These are 

on show in a selling exhibition at the Barn 
Gallery at the Bield Retreat and Conference 

Centre at Tibbermore near Perth. There 

is a rich history and elaborate religious 

symbolism associated with icons, which are 

also known as windows to eternity, while 

the Ethiopian crosses, usually made from 

elaborate, intertwined lattice work, represent 

everlasting life. Until Apr 29,  
www.bieldatblackruthven.co.uk

ARTAY

Family Ties
Kinsman-Blake Family 

2nd April - 31st May

BIRNAM ARTS
STATION RD, DUNKELD,

PERTHSHIRE PH8 0DS
01350 727674

9am - 5pm
www.birnamarts.com
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Local businesses in Pitlochery 
have donated space for 

Scottish artists to display and 
sell their art/craft.

A map of the Art Walk will be 
published and all the venues 

will be within walking distance 
of the town of Pitlochery.

PITLOCHERY 
ART     

WALK

JUNE 2017 DATES
SATURDAY 10TH  

– SUNDAY 18TH

STIRLINGSHIRE

C 
eramicat and the Best of the 

Scottish Potters Association 

is the SPA’s annual exhibition, 

held this year at the Stirling 
Smith Art Gallery and 

Museum. Members have been asked 

to stretch their creativity by producing 

something related to cats as one of their 

five entries - a tribute to the gallery’s live-in 

feline, Oswald. Until May 28,  
www.scottishpotters.org 

You may see watches and jewellery in the 

window of Gordon R. Mcfarlane in Alloa, 

but in the light-filled upstairs room you’ll find 

a welcoming art gallery which has been 

GORDON R. MCFARLANE GALLERY
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Dunblane Museum, The Cross, 
Dunblane, FK15 OAQ 
01786 825691
Monday to Saturday 10.30am – 4.30pm

"The Journey" 
images of migration
Paintings by 
Christine McIver

2nd – 29th May

Stirling Smith Art Gallery and 
Museum 

‘Ceramicat’ and the best of 
the Scottish Potters 

Association 
Exhibition 

31st March –28th May 2017 
Open Tues-Sat 10.30 – 5 pm 

Sunday 2-5pm 

 

Admission and parking free.  Shop, café, 
meeting room 
Dumbarton Road, Stirling FK8 2RQ 
Tel: 01786 471 917 
www.smithartgalleryandmuseum.co.uk 
The Stirling Smith is a Registered Scottish Charity No. 
SCO16162 

MARJORY SIME
www.marjorysimeart.com

"Marjory's paintings have a way 
of drawing you into a moment of 

intimacy with the subject"
mobile: 

079 352 38113 
email: 

marjorysime@hotmail.com
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Sometimes refered 

to as the “gateway 

to the Highlands”, the 

picturesque town of 

Callander is home 

to two galleries 

specialising in local 

art and craft. 2 Cross 
Street Gallery (motto: 

‘Art is not what it 

looks like, but what 

it does to us’) has a 

wide range of fine art, 

sculpture and craft in 

its beautifully appointed space, 

while at the family-run Galleria 
Luti the emphasis is on colour, 

including characteristic landscapes 

and whimsical figurative works 

by artist in residence Peter Luti.  

www.2crossstreetgallery.co.uk,  
www.gallerialuti.co.uk

STEPH JAMIESON, ARROWHEAD & FACETED ARROWHEAD 
FORMS, SMOKE-FIRED STONEWARE (STIRLING SMITH ART 
GALLERY AND MUSEUM)

Art Galley 
Seagull Trust Cruises 

Making a difference to 
people 

with special needs

Lesley Banks, 
Catherine King, 
Lesley-Anne Derks, 
Marjory Sime, Anne 
Whigham, Galyna Lee, 
Karen van der Graaf, 
Ian Breingan, Fiona 
Shearer, Jake Smith 
& Margaret Robertson 

SPRING SHOW 
01 April - 31 May 

10-18 June 2017

F O R T H V A L L E Ybeatart

www.forthvalleyopenstudios.com

Central Scotland’s 
Open Studios & Art Event

showcasing fine art, glassware, ceramics, 

hand-made cards and wood carving since 

2001, mainly by local artists and groups. 

Over 300 exhibitors are registered with the 

gallery and shows by local groups alternate 

with open exhibitions, some of them themed 

to coincide with other arts events.  

www.grmcfarlane.co.uk

PETER LUTI, ‘YELLOW AND PINK PASTURE’ (GALLERIA LUTI)
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JEREMY SUTTON-HIBBERT, ‘JON RICHARDSON, KNOWN AS GAIUS IULIUS RAETICUS OF 
THE ANTONINE GUARD, AUCHINSTARRY, GLASGOW’, 2013 (GRANARY GALLERY)

themes ranging from the role women play 

in shaping the rural Scottish landscape and 

the history of the Antonine Wall to the world 

of Americans of Scottish ancestry and an 

exploration of the physical border between 

Scotland and England. Until May 22,  
www.berwickvisualarts.co.uk,  
www.documentscotland.com,  
www.impressions-gallery.com

Peter Quinn RWS: Here and There at 

Gallagher & Turner in Newcastle reveals 

the artist’s hallmarks of bright colour, a 

sense of place and 

the sheer enjoyment 

of paint. Confident 

draughtsmanship 

and an eye for detail 

capture the spirit of his 

subjects, with buildings 

a favourite, be they the 

Victorian terraces of 

Gosforth and Jesmond, 

the harbour towns of 

his native Scotland or 

more far-flung places 

such as Venice, Malta, 

Singapore, Bangkok or 

New York. Apr 28-May 31,  
www.gallagherandturner.co.uk

Housed in what was once the old town 

bakery in the historic market town of 

Alnwick, the Bakehouse Gallery is a 

deceptively large space specialising in 

British artists and designers. The light-filled 

gallery is also a showcase for jewellery 

by Fiona Dane and is the sole publisher 

and retailer of limited edition prints by the 

surrealist artist Mark Edwards.  

www.thebakehousegallery.com

The Old School Gallery in Alnmouth 

launches its first exhibition of the season 

with a joint show of work by Gillian Lee 

Smith and Paul West entitled Contemporary 

Northumberland. Both painters are new to 

Northumberland and their works offer our a 

bold, contemporary view of the landscape 

and coast. Gillian Lee Smith’s mixed media 

paintings explore how harbour villages mark 

that place between land and sea, while Paul 

West’s background in graphic design brings 

a distinctve style to his work Apr 28-Jun 9, 
www.theoldschoolgallery.co.uk

PETER QUINN, ‘PALACE, GRAND CANAL, VENICE’, 
WATERCOLOUR ON PAPER (GALLAGHER & TURNER)

A 
touring exhibition by 

Bradford’s Impressions 

Gallery, Beyond the 

Border: New Contemporary 

Photography from Scotland 

at the Granary Gallery in Berwick upon 

Tweed is a timely examination of Scottish 

identity at one of the most important times 

in the nation’s history, as the country goes 

through a period of reflection, change and 

re-evaluation. Comprising a series of images 

by the four-member photography collective 

Document Scotland, the exhibition explores 

GILLIAN LEE SMITH, ‘IN ANOTHER PLACE’  
(OLD SCHOOL GALLERY)

www.blagdongallery.co.uk
9 Milkhope Centre, Berwick Hill Road, Seaton Burn, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, NE13 6DA
01670 789944  |  enquiries@blagdongallery.co.uk
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Marshall  
exhibition
April 30  
– June 30
Exhibition  
preview  
Sunday 30th 
April
Watch the artist  
painting live in  
the gallery at  
the preview!
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Greyfriars Art Shop is Scotland’s largest 

independent chain of art material retailers. 

They carry a huge variety of stock lines with 

outstanding deals on a range of products. 

Many of the knowledgeable staff are artists 

themselves. www.greyfriarsart.co.uk

The Edinburgh Art Shop provides art and 

craft supplies for all sorts of requirements, 

from technical drawing to oil painting. Staff 

are friendly and knowledgeable and there 

are student discounts of 15% off most items 

and discounts for art clubs.  

www.edinburghartshop.com

Whether you have a private collection or a 

one-off or permanent exhibition, 

Glen Avon Insurance has 

substantial experience in the art 

and creative industries sector 

for liability, property and transit 

insurance. Contact them for a no 

obligation quote.  

www.glenavoninsurance.co.uk   

J&G Innes in St Andrews 

are stockists of Winsor & 

Newton and Daley Rowney 

art materials, including paints, 

pastels, canvases, sketch pads and other 

accessories. They also have a range of art 

magazines and prints of St Andrews.  

www.jg-innes.co.uk See ad p44.

Have your artwork photographed 

in incredible detail by Gordon Bell 
Photography on professional Hasselblad 

equipment to faithfully record the original 

piece. Glazed artwork is also suitable and 

can be captured behind glass without 

reflections. Pottery, ceramics and other 

three-dimensional work can be undertaken 

too, either in the studio or on location.  

www.gbellphotos.com See Profile p23.

GREYFRIARS ART SHOP
4 SCOTTISH LOCATIONS
| 1 Greyfriars Place, Edinburgh, 0131 225 4600 
| 20 Dundas Street, Edinburgh, 0131 556 6565
| 35 Scott Street, Perth, 01738 624 540 
| 28 Stockwell St, Glasgow, Millers Art Shop, 0141 553 1660

info@greyfriarsart.co.uk 
www.greyfriarsart.co.uk
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ART SUPPLIES & SERVICES

www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk | Enquiries@LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk
25 NORTH JUNCTION STREET, EDINBURGH, EH6 6HW  

 0131 554 5761

SUMMER SCHOOL
10 JULY - 18 AUGUST 2017

EXPLORING OBJECTS 
with Jill Boualaxai
DIGITAL VIDEO: 

ARTISTS’ MOVING IMAGE
with Rachel McBrinn

A FESTIVAL OF PAINTING 
with Paul Mowat
LAND MARKS 

with Andrew Paterson
DEPICTING SPACE: MIXED MEDIA 

DRAWING & PAINTING 
with David Henderson

To find out more visit our website - 
www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk

ENQUIRIES@LEITHSCHOOLOFART.CO.UK | 0131 554 5761
25 NORTH JUNCTION STREET, EDINBURGH, EH6 6HW

 

 

Scan the qr code to have 
a look around the shop

15% Student Discount

Fran 
Marquis

Ceramics 
by the sea

Classes in Arbroath 
and Angus 

Weekends and 
Weekly Classes 2017

After a visit to La Meridiana Ceramic 
School in Tuscany, Fran is integrating new 
learning and passing it on in her weekend, 
evening and day classes. Learn to throw 
pots on the wheel, handbuild pots and 
make clay sculptures.

4 Springfield Terrace, Arbroath, Angus DD11 1EL

0797 325 1986
franmarquis@btinternet.com
www.franmarquis.co.uk

Classes in Arbroath 
and Angus 

Weekends and 
Weekly Classes 2017

STILL LIFE, PORTRAITS, PHOTOGRAPHY, CLASSES

TEXTILES, BOOKS, SCULPTURE, CERAMICS
ART SUPPLIES, ETCHINGS, LIGHTING
FURNITURE, GLASSWORK, PURSES, MUGS 
INSTALLATION, JEWELLERY, PROFILES
DEMONSTRATIONS, NEWS, DESIGN 
COLLAGE, WORKSHOPS, CUSHIONS, WOODCRAFT, HANDBAGS

WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK
DRAWINGS, OPEN STUDIOS, VOUCHERS 
FRAMING, FELTWORK, MINIATURES, FAIRS, AUCTIONS

EXHIBITIONS, SEASCAPES, MARKETS 
LIMITED EDITIONS, INTERVIEWS, CRAFTS, LANDSCAPE

DEGREE SHOWS, FASHION
TRAVEL, PRINTS, LECTURES, BASKETRY

MORE THAN A MAGAZINE.
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Leith School of Art offers a range of unique 

year-long and short courses. Popular week-

long Summer Schools run throughout July 

and August, featuring courses on drawing, 

painting, digital video, jewellery and 

printmaking. The school also runs a Portfolio 

Preparation week and a Young Artists 

Summer School for 11-15 year olds.  

www.LeithSchoolofArt.co.uk

Unlock your natural creativity in a friendly 

environment at the Edinburgh Drawing 
School. Spring Term II commences April 17 or 

you can treat yourself to a workshop during 

their Summer School in July. Class sizes are 

small and most are suitable for absolute 

beginners. There are also lots of classes for 

children aged 8 and above.  

www.edinburghdrawingschool.co.uk

Fran Marquis offers weekday and all 

weekend pottery and ceramics classes with 

different teachers throughout the year at 

Springfield Creative Arts in Arbroath in skills 

such as Hand Building, Wheel Throwing, 

Glazes and Firing Processes. Previous 

courses have been completely full, so early 

booking is advised. www.franmarquis.co.uk

With its relaxed atmosphere and stunning 

views, the magnificent 18th century 
Gartmore House in the Loch Lomond and 

Trossachs National Park is the perfect 

setting for watercolour painting and mixed 

media retreats. Prices include all materials, 

accommodation, full board, professional 

tuition, a cruise on Loch Katrine and transport 

from Stirling. www.gartmorehouse.com

Our ever-popular Summer School is back! 
During the whole month of July, we run a 
fantastic selection of drawing, 
painting & design Workshops for 
adults and kids ages 8yrs+

The
Edinburgh

Drawing School

• ����������������������� •
at Gartmore House

Dedicate a week to yourself and enjoy the comfort of a 
residential holiday at Gartmore House, a country house in 

the middle of the Loch Lomond and 
Trossachs National Park.

The price of £495 includes home cooked food (full board), a 
spectacular setting, single ensuite accomodation, 

professional tuition by Nigel Overton covering different 
types of media techniques, all the materials needed, 

transport from Stirling railway station, guidance through a 
series of studies while taking in the stunning views outside 

Gartmore House.

Call 01877 382 991  or email 
mail@gartmorehouse.com  to secure your place!

28 May - 2 June 2017
29 October - 3 November 2017

l i k e  u s  o n l e a r n  m o r e
www.gartmorehouse.com
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HAMISH MACDONALD
www.hamishmacdonaldprints.com

WATERCOLOUR PAINTER
www.miriamsmith.co.uk

LINDA THOMSON DESIGNS
www.etsy.com/couthiedesigns

JENNY MUSKER WILDLIFE ILLUSTRATOR
www.jennymusker.co.uk

ARTISTS AND CRAFTMAKERS: To promote your work in Showcase  
please email publisher@artmag.co.uk or call Artmag office, 0131 661 0765

TO ENTER GO TO WWW.ARTMAG.CO.UK/WIN AND COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE. GOOD LUCK!

WIN!

Potfest returns to the Perth area for 
its 21st year in Scotland. This year’s 
show is held once again in the beautiful 
grounds of Scone Palace, home of the 
Stone of Destiny, the ancient crowning 
site of Scottish kings.

Over 70 potters and ceramic sculptors working from 
small studios all over the UK and across Europe will 
be selling their work. Held in a tented village on 
the lawns in front of the palace, this is the biggest 
exclusively ceramics event of its kind in Scotland with 
a wide range of work on display. There will also be 
demonstrations and hands-on activities.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday June 9, 10 & 11, 
10am - 5pm, adults £5 (includes admission to 
gardens), accompanied children free. Free parking. 
There will also be refreshments on site. 

www.potfest.co.uk

Closing date Friday May 26

A PAIR OF TICKETS TO 

AND A CERAMIC PIECE WORTH £100!
POTFEST AT THE PAL ACE 

JANE LANNAGAN-BATIK ART  
www.tomintoulgallery.co.ukwww.ruthscottart.com
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www.jamessomervillelindsay.com
MARALYN REED-WOOD PORCELAIN  

www.maralynreedwood.co.uk

CID-CASTILLA
www.cid-castilla.co.uk

MARTA UTSLER
ABSTRACT PAINTER, SCOTTISH BORDERS

www.martautsler.comwww.fionascottwilson.co.uk

www.susanforsyth-art.webs.com

www.jamesgordonphotography.co.uk

SPRING FLING STUDIO 63
www.alisonproudlock.co.uk

PAUL STANGROOM FINE ART GALLERY 
NORTHUMBERLAND

www.paulstangroom.co.uk

 
www.alanleesartist.com 

MARGARET EVANS
www.margaretevans.com

SPRING FLING NO. 64
www.annebutlerart.com
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